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IN

he verdict is in a t least in
Dallas: Although worn · n arc
readily accept d jn m st ducational programs a nd pr fessions, in law school and the legal
profession acceptance is, as one administrator says, "better than it was five
years ago, yet not as good as it will be
five years from now."
This transformation within the legal profession, however, started earlier than five years ago.
Rebecca Hurley, a senior associate with Johnson
and Swanson in Dallas, Texas, explains the change
as occurring in stages: in the 1960s, women fought
to get into law school; in the 1970s, women had
overcome that hurdle and were struggling to get
hired by law firms. In the '80s, Hurley says, women
are trying to move into management, and once that
gap is filled, they could have a major impact on the
direction the profession takes.
Hurley's assessment agrees with the statistics.
The number of women in law school began its
upward trend around 1970. The national average
of women in first-year law schools was 10 percent,
rising to 37 percent by 1981, and an average of 41
percent in 1986.
Similar to national averages, the entering class in
1970 at SMU's School of Law was 7 percent women
while the University of Texas Law School's entering
class was 8 percent women. The 1986 classes,
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however, reflect the dramatic increase
with SMU's entering class being 43 percent women and UT's being 40 percent
women (SMU's 1987 figures, which recently were compiled, have increased
again to 47 percent).
Peter Winship, a professor oflaw at
SMU who specializes in the areas of corporate and commercial law, says when
he graduated from Harvard University in 1968, his
class had less than 5 percent women, "and that was
only 20 years ago at a major university. We were in
the Dark Ages."
More significant than numbers and percentages
is the improvement in attitudes regarding women
in law school and the legal profession. Even though
many women who attended law school before the
late 1970s recall hostile and discriminatory attitudes
from male faculty and students, as well as women
peers, Hurley says she doesn't believe women now
arc treated any differently frorri their male counterparts in law school.
Hurley, SMU's top law school graduate in 1982,
says she believes the change in attitudes is due to
the disproportionate number of women now in the
top percentages of their classes. The faculty and
male students, she says, have to realize women can
do well in the legal profession. At SMU, for example, seven of the last 10 top law school graduates
have been women.

Hurley says such scholastic achievement may be
due to the high number of women who wait to enter
law school.
Carol]. Brown, director of Career Services for
the School of Law at SMU, says that although
law school enrollments are reaching an even ratio
of men and women, law firms do not reflect the
change. Dallas is no exception. The current number
of Dallas women attorneys comprises only 18 percent of the total number of attorneys in the area,
according to the Texas State Bar Association.
"The 'good-ol'-boy' system is still strong and
there are a few people in firms who do not want
to let go of it," Brown says.
Although women may not get their first choice of
firms, says Brown, they will, as a whole, still be able
to enter law firms and not take a different route.
Barbara Lynn, an associate with Carrington,
Coleman, Slocum and Blumenthal in Dallas, and
the top legal graduate at SMU in 1976, agrees the
legal community is not as receptive to women as are
law schools.
"When I was interviewing for my first position,
I didn't have as many opportunities as some men,
even though I ranked number one in my class,"
says Lynn. "But men who were ranked 13th or so
were chosen for interviews based only on their resumes. There had to be some discrimination there."
Brown stresses that even though law firms cannot flagrantly hire someone strictly on the basis of
sex, they can make it uncomfortable for women
who do enter the firm.
Women do have to work harder in a firm to get to

the same place, according to Hurley. For example,
if a woman is unable to work late because of previous plans, it is perceived as being 'Just like a
woman" not to take her work seriously. "If a man
cannot work late, it is understood that he had other
imp rtant obliga tions," Hurley says.
"The other is urs are how women arc handling
child care, marriage, and a career. What is happening to many women is they have decided the tradeoff is not worth it and they leave the fi Id," Hurley
explains.
However, if women were able to remain in the
profess.ion long n ugh to 111 v into ma.nag ment,
Hurley pr di ts hangcs would occur. The m ;;lin
dilfcren sb . ays, will b' th leadership styl s of
men and women.
"Women tend to lead with inspiration and men
tend to lead with authority. I think things would
chanrr ir w men b c< m play rs in ma n, g m nt,"
Hurl ·y ·ays." caus when you ar una cusLom d
to having p wer y u don 't know how t abu it. "
There are advantages, Hurley says, to being a
woman lawyer.
"A lot of women in business are working their
way up the ladder. They are going to look for a
woman lawyer when they come into their own,
just as I would probably look for a woman banker
or CPA," says Hurley.
"Also, it's still unusual enough to work with a
woman lawyer that if you are good enough and
a woman, you tend to stick in their minds;' she
added. "If that is the something that makes you
a little special, then I sec it as an advantage."
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Women Putting Order
in the Courts
Female lawyers) students make gains in legal profession
by David Fritze
Reprinted from the Dallas Times Herald
Not long ago, "honey" was the
popular moniker for female attorneys
sparring with men in the courtroom.
Women in law school fought their
way to the cream of the class, but
weren't even called upon by some
professors. On "Ladies Day," they
were cross-examined about rape and
widow's inheritance law. Some law
firms turned them down for jobs;
others simply refused to take
their resumes.
Not so today. While this
imperiousness was prevalent as late as
10 years ago, a revolution has taken
place for female law students and
attorneys in the 1980s. A swelling
crest of women in the classrooms
promises to wash away the stubborn
remnants of sex discrimination
and disregard through sheer numbers alone.
The gains arc dramatic. According
to the American Bar Association, at
least 41 percent oflaw-school students
across the country are women, the
highest percentage in history, and the
figure continues to climb. Women
now comprise 50 percent of students
al some law schools. At Southern
Methodist University School of Law,
47 percent of the students are women,
compared with 31 percent in 1977.
Seven of the last eight Lop-ranked law
school students have been women.
"I think that we arc i11 what might
be termed a decade of opportunity
for women," said slate District judge
Catherine Crier, elected two years ago
on her birthday. "When you
demonstrate ability in our profession,
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they (legal professionals) arc more
than willing to welcome you in."
The strides by no means signify
that women have approached men in
status and influence in the legal
profession, some female lawyers said.
Of the 677,000 licensed lawyers in
the United States, only 15 percent arc
women. In Texas, they comprise 18
percent. Few female allorneys arc
partners, or managers al law firms,
and many still are treated as if their
views and judgments arc inherently
suspect for no reason but their gender,
some female allorncys said.
Nevertheless, opportunity for
women in the law has flourished since
the mid-1970s. Increasingly, they arc
working in courtrooms, legislatures
and corporations, where law degrees
often lead the ambitious.
The rise in the number of'lemale
lawyers among major law firms is
striking in Dallas.
In 1976, four female law students al
SMU filed lawsuits against as many
major downtown Dallas law firms,
claiming they had discriminated
against women in hiring summer law

clerks. Three of the cases were settled
out of court, and the other, against the
former Wynne & Waffc, went to trial.
The firm won the case.
During the trial, however, some top
female students testified that despite
being interviewed for summer or fulltime jobs at numerous Dallas firms,
they were not hired. Several women
were rejected for less-qualified
and lower-ranked male applicants,
they said.
Dallas attorney Barbara Lynn was
among the rejected. During the 1980
trial, Lynn, a Phi Beta Kappa and
first in her SMU class in 1976, testified she had interviewed with seven
firms and was asked back for a followup interview only once.
But times have changed.
When Lynn joined the firm now
known as Carrington Coleman
Sloman & Blumenthal in 1976, she
was the first female lawyer on the
staff, she said. Now Lynn is one of six
female partners, out of 30, and one of
20 female attorneys on a staff of70.
The pattern is similar to that at other
sizable law firms, attorneys said.
"It's like night and day, really,"
said Lynn. A civil law specialist,
she occasionally finds that all the participants in a case-judge, lawyers
and litigants-are women. "Everybody just kind oflaughs," she said.
Law schools are boosting the trend.
Unlike 20 years ago, when only a
handful of women were in the classrooms, females now have become a
standard part of the law-school
environment.

"Youjusl SlOjJ 1hi11king ahnul
whcth t; r th ey a rc wo1rn-:n. 'Tlicy' rejL1sl
hen: now, " saicl.Jea11.J11ry, Regi s trar
and Director oCAc Ldcrnic Servi TS
al th e SM U 'cl1or.>I
Law ~dwol.
J\11 ABA.Journ;-d s111v<::y ptt!Jli slwd
in llJWl slww ed 1h;-u ma11y kinak l:-1wycrs think tlicy arc bc:tlcr p1·cpa n:d
,wd n,on: C(l!!scie,!lio u.· than Llwir
rnalc coll eagues. AL SM lJ law school,
grnd ualin g class es li·orn !C)fi() lo j()W>
and in 19B7 wen: led ,n:adrmically
by W ( Jlll <:; ll.
''[ fi>u11cl tlic wonH.:11 arc lwLl('rprcparcd ... Most ol' 1hc gL1ys disuiss
happy hoL1r," s;,1id Tracy Haley, a
fir:;; l-y('ar SM lJ L1w s tudc11l li·nrn
l);il las.
" The guy~ :tr· rnon: aggn:ss iv1·.
Tll('y ' n: ttol 111or · of\c11 rigl11 ," s;-1id
Lkl>1·.1 I .nckl1an, ;11111llll'r L1w lirs1yl',1r SM U l,1w sl11clcnl .
I .arg(' law finn s now ('agcrl y p11rs111·
highl y ranked fl:111alc .s l11clc:11ls , and
ofk11 hri11g a I.earn nC,1.pp ·aling ;1rcll('1ypcs lo 01,1- c;;111qH1., i11l(Tvi ·ws.
";\ lot ol'tirncs it's a (iB-ycar-okl
1na11 a11d a '.Z'.l-yc:1r-old wor11;u1," said
!VL1ll lbvis ofl{icl1arclsrn1, ;1 s,T1111cl year law sll.1rlcnl al SM U.
ll 11l wl1il(' Lit e li·o11L doors s<·<:in lo
I)(' opc11 fill' lt:rn:-tl1· L\\vyns, 1n ;1 11y h,1rri crs ;u1d cornplicalirn1:; IH'l"s i., 1, ,.111.orll\')'S said .
\tVornc11 who ::; 11rg(' lo till' IH':1<.I of'
Iheir classes ;-uT i11vari.thly l1irl'<.I hy
large law lir111s , IH1l "wo111<·11 i11 till'
111iddl · ur hol1o n1 of'tlll' cl;-1ss arc sti ll
li.1vi11g· ll'Otil>k," s:1id '.)fvl U l'1·ok.,so r
lkvi; rly ~:;11'1.
Srnnl' fin11 s wi1l1 sp<• "i,tlti ('s , s u •11 ;is
pa l1;11l ;u1d 1rad('l1\;11·k a11d i11s111>;111 C('
law, "l1av<· hc;('ll c;;..:[1·1·11l('ly slow lo
;1n:c pl ,L11 y wrn1H·t1 al ,ill ," .s;1 id U.S.
lh11kntpt cy .Jllflg,· Li s;t Hill l;u111in g
ol' Lo.s A11 gd1:s , p1Tsi d c11l cif'IIH·
N;11irn1al C:u1il<:1·(·1wc · cif'\.Yo111ci1'.s B,11·
i\ssm:iat io11 s ,tnd ni c111lwrol':i11 ;\B/\
co111 111iss irn1 rn, w1111H;11 i11 th(' L1w.
011u· w<111'1(; 11 .slick i11lo 1!11: 111:1i11sl n:;1111 ---- ;111 i1H:r< ·a::; i11gly c·onqJl'ti tivl'
;u1 d c;rm vd('(f fidd -- Lh(' y c11cou11lcr ;1
110.,1 1if'dillirnlti('.,, h ·1111i11g .,aid.
:::-urnc U'J; 1;1 ilt' 1·l1 ;1 111l('l<:cl i11 1.o 1n111·1·
11·adi1io1i:tll y li ·111 :il <· k g:-il :m·:1~, :rn cl1
,t.s f:11 r,il y L1 w. lVL-111 y will.•;('(: lc,:,:r11.1;tlifi('(I 111 :-tl,· uill('ag·111'.s IJ cl:0 1111·
p;u·t1H· rs .tlw,HI of'LIH·111 , all(I will
IH 'Vl'I' n·,1c;l1 1h:1l 1q1pn c ;ufr(' <>i'p:1r1 11<·1·s wl10 1·1111 !Ill' fi rr11 :itHI 11111·1111·1· llw
l'li111n111 y, 1ig·l1t <;ultun· wlHTc· liH1 Ll1;ill
111('1;1phrn·s ;ti)llllllci , S( llll(' f<:1n ;tl (' la w}' ('l'S .,a id .

or

U1dih· tlil' old , nrnn; ovnl dis Ti111 i11atio11 , " the discri111i11a1io11 Imla y
is 11111cl1 hard1;r liw 'vVOllHTL lo d ·al
with ," Carl said. "I wrndcl argue 11·1;.1I.
IIH' ol<kr 111<:ll who ;.11·c; cli scri rnin a ting
drn, ' l cv1:11 k11o w the y' re di sc;rirnin ;,tt i11g. I l's vi;ry 1111co11::;cious. "
A } in 01hc1· prnft:ssions, 1mJbal>ly
Llic most agoni :,: ing di!cmrn ;·1 for
!<-;male lawyers is lmL-u1ci11 g arnhitiotL
and !he l"1:..:ing work weeks wit.Ii f:,unil y concerns. 1\ilatcl"llity leave has
bcco111 c routine, hut lm~1sd1old t.asks
and rc,1ri11g childrct1 ol\cn .,l1111l or
derail worncn's \;_iw 0 1rccrs.
Wo111cn in the \;iw also s truggle
with idcnlily, attorneys sa id . Terrifi ed
ol'heing seen a::; either loo crnorio11al
or "ni;-u:!10," Lh ·y slrivc l.o a t:!1i ·vt:
a bal;-111<:c-~ in drc;ss, mee tings,
d,t.ssrnorn::;, c,:l1,11s with coll l'ag1 1c.,
and intervi ews .
Ca d said slit.: thinks 11 1:11 ,y lcrn,tl e
law yer:;; 111;1y have overly id ·11 ti[i cd
wilh men i11 tryin g lo su rvive; i11 the
prolc:ssio11. "Yo11 111ay have C\l l'.ll
no ti ced ii in 1.lic way th ey dress, the
masculi11t·-Lypc s1.1i ls," ::; hr: s:1.id.
The cost. nf'1.his <:nrnla1io11 is what
women mi~ht ( tl1(;rwise bring t·n ;.1
growingly li·c11 7.icd pro lt:ss inn and
li1ii.,i o11s .soc:i c; ty: th e so--callcd fc~mi11i11 c
qu:-:1i1ic.':i ol·crn,npm111is<; a 11d rn ccli:1 t.io11 , as opp<.>snl lo Lhc hard , shrewd ,
logiu d ,1ggrcssi in nf'ina.sculinity,
sit<: sair.l.
)1lwrs, howev er, think krnalc L1 wycrs shou Id ht; and an; as agg rcssivc
:1s m;i\e bwycrs , l>ul simpl y bear ,L
cl i fh: rcn i. _s; 1.y k .
" /\ woina 11 's s lylc ol'cloi11g com hat
i.s dilkn:lll 1lt,u1 a rn ;in 's ... Th(' y'1·c
ccrlaitily 1101 less aggressive" h1.1l
11HJn: cardi.d :lllcl .sludicd, sa id Sylvi:t
M:,rks -lb nH: tl , an Oklal1011u C it y
lawyer ancl pr1 :s ide111 nl'tli c Natiornd
J\sso ·ia tirn1 cif"\tVorn;in L,1wy crs .
Some 111,dc law yer::; " think lh:tl th ey
Glll fl y hy tl1c sea l of°Lh ·ir pan t~ and
get away witlt it. v\lrnnc11 hy ;u1cl L11·g<'
tlo11'L L:tkc 1k1.l risk ," .she -;: 1i cl. [Vlc11
Lem\ lo ' \ lo a lot urgood ok hoy s l11fr
Tltcy c u1 ;-1ccornplisli ;1 lot hy rnak i11 g
tll':tls. " \'Von1c11, lt11wcvc1· "clrn1'1 h,1Vl'
1li:-ll. ~ys tc111 i11 pl:1 c ·."
'l'li cga i11s IJy wo rn<:11 i11 lh <· pnif<;s_,irn1 an : p1·rnni.,i11 g, IJ11t IHJI .,; 11isf:1c•lo1·y, slln'IC lawyf'.rs s; 1icl.
" vVe' v<; got ;11 lc:1~1 :u1 0 LIH'r g1 :11 c r;t1 i1111 cil'work lo go," said l-'t:1111i11g,
":-111(1111 :-1yli<: lrn1 g-cr 1.11:11, 1.lt;i1 ."

THE

RIGHT

TIME

FOR

A.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is a condensed11e,,i011 '![ "The Right Time for A. Kenneth Pye" 1111illen by
Patricia Ami LaSalle, which appeared in the Fa/11987
issue efSMU Magazine.

A.

Kenneth Pye b,;ngs to
SMU's ninth presidency rare qualities
of mind and spirit-but also a firm
understanding that dreams become
reality only through hard work and
hard choices.
Pye was born in 1931 in New York
City, but spent his childhood and
college years in upstate New York,
Virginia, South Carolina, and
Washington, D.C. It took him only
three years to graduate summa cum
Laude in history from the University of
Buffalo. (An avid reader, Pye's favorite subjects remain military history
and British history.) He was 20 when
he entered law school at Georgetown
University. He graduated in two
years. In the U.S. Army, Pye refined
his legal skills as a prosecutor for the
Judge Advocate General's Office at
the Pentagon. At the same time, he
earned a Master of Laws degree at
Georgetown. Later in his career Pye
received an LLD. from Georgetown.
By the age or 24, Pye was a full
professor oflaw at Georgetown, possibly the youngest in the country at the
time. He served on the law faculty
from 1955-66, the last six years as
associate dean. At Georgetown, Pye's
research captured international attention. With another law proressor, he
analyzed the way in which criminal
courts in foreign countries prosecuted
U.S. servicemen. The widely held

belief had been that justice for U.S.
servicemen was ill-served abroad.
Pye's study demonstrated otherwise:
Not only did servicemen generally
receive fair treatment in other countries, but foreign courts frequently
were more lenient than U.S. military
courts. The resulting book, Status of
Forces Agreemenlr and Criminal .Jurisdiction, became a milestone in legal scholarship and remains an important
reference work.
While a professor, Pye also practiced law, often reprcsenting powerful
and well-heeled clients in Washington. But his legal concerns soon
focused on another group: the indigent. Pye established the Georgetown
Legal Internship Program, using
graduate law students as allorneys for
poor persons accused of crimes. The
program often brought Pye before
public agencies to testiry on the legal
needs of the poor. He subsequently
became the 11rst chairman of the
Board of the Neighborhood Leg-al
Services Project, which provided
civil and legal aid Lo the poor in
Washington. When he left George-

town, The Washington Post said of
him in a headline: "He Reformed DC
Laws From Chair at GU."
Pye's reputation for legal reform led
to a position with the Ford Foundation in 1966-he traveled to India
to advise on programs designed to
improve legal education in that
country.
Eager to teach full time, Pye joined
the Duke University law faculty in
1967. At Duke, he subsequently served
as dean of the law school and twice as
chancellor o[the University. During
Pye's second term as chancellor, from
1976 to 1982, he initiated studies that
led to academic reforms credited with
advancing Duke University to a position of national prominence.
As both a legal scholar and
academic leader, Pye's influence
extended beyond the Duke campus.
He served on the Board of Educational Testing Service with Ernest
Boyer, former U.S. Secretary of
Education, and now chairman of
the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching. He
counts as his friends the presidents
of Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and
Dartmouth. He has taught in Germany, Australia, Canada and India,
and he has chaired the Council for the
International Exchange of Scholars.
Since 1982, Pye had held the distinguished Samuel Fox Mordecai Professorship of Law at Duke. Teaching
has been so important to him that,
during each of his 32 years in higher
education, regardless of his administrative duties, Pye has taught at
least one course. He is teaching Legal
Implications of the Control ofTerrorism at SMU this semester.

Graduation '87
The 60th graduating class of Lhe SMU
School of Law consisted of212 students
graduating with a Juris Doctor degree,
35 students earning the Master of
Laws degree (Comparative and International Law), and 21 earning the
Master of Laws degree. More than
3,000 people watched the 268 graduates, from 29 states and 18 foreign
countries, receive their diplomas. This
year the Hooding of Candidates for
the Degree ofJuris Doctor and Presentation for Other Degrees was held
on May 16 at the SMU Law School
Quadrangle.
Honors were as follows:

Magna Cum Laude:
Helen Mitchell Hubbard
Kathleen Louise Maloney
Cum Laude
Angeline Lindley Bain
Kimberlee Switzer Cagle
Susan Evans Coleman
Dawn Davenport
Terry Marcus Henry
ThomasJerry Irons
Colin Keith Lineberry
Carrie Ruth Mitchell
Rex Alton Nichols Jr.
Ross Martin Rathgeber
Patrickjohn Respeliers
Mark Lloyd Smith

The Order ofthe Coif
Angeline Lindley Bain
Kimberlee Swilzer Cagle
Susan Evans Coleman
Dawn Davenport
William Owsley Flowers II
CynthiaJane Harkins
Terry Marcus Henry
Helen MiLchell Hubbard
ThomasJerry Irons
Pamela Parks Keenan
Eleanor Doonan Landon
Jeanine Theresa LaRussa
Colin Keith Lineberry
Anna Lukemeyer
Kathleen Louise Maloney
Carrie Ruth Mitchell
Rex Alton Nichols Jr.
Ross Martin Rathgeber
PatrickJohn Respeliers
Charles Gregory Rogers
Mark Lloyd Smith
The Order qfthe Barristers
Homer Baskin Reynolds I I I
Michael Anthony Shaunessy
David Harold Taylor
Professor Thomas W. Mayo also
received Lhc Don M. Smart Award
for Excellence in Teaching. (see
page 7 for more on this award).

Jean KyleJury,
Registrar and
Director of
Academic
Services, Resigns
Mrs.Jean KyleJury resigned from
the School of Law effective December
31, 1987. Mrs.Jury had served the
school as director of admissions and
records for 20 years and had been
associated with the School of Law
since 1966.
She once commented that the two
things that touched her more than
anything else while she was at SMU
were the scholarship fund which students raised in honor of her husband
when he died and the surprise dinner
in her honor given by the Hatton W.
Sumners Scholars in 1978.
Mrs.Jury received the coveted
" M" Award in April 1982. This
award is given by the University and
administered through a selection committee chaired by the vice president
of the student body. It is presented to
those who have given outstanding service to the University.
Mrs.Jury's long and dedicated service to the School of Law has been
exemplary. She will be greatly missed.

A Smart Tax
The Dr. Don M. Smart Prize for
Directed Research has been awarded
to Anna Lukemeyer, under the supervision of Professor John]. Mylan, for
writing "The Advantages and Disadvantages of a Federal Value-Added
Tax." Professors Richard J. Pierce,
Jr., C. Paul Rogers, and Walter W.
Steele,J r. who read the papers without knowledge of the identily of the
authors or supervising professors,
judged a total of seven papers submilLed as entries.
Under Lhe terms of Dr. Smart's
endowment, Lhc $3,000 prize will be
shared by Lukemcycr and Mylan.
7

200 Years Worth
Noting:
Celebrating the Bicentennial efthe
U.S. Constitution
They came from Vietnam, Laos,
Thailand and Korea. They came
from Iran and Iraq, Germany, Mexico, and even the Soviet Union. They
stood side by side, and together
pledged their allegiance to their
new country, the United States
of America.
On September 17, 1987, nearly 300
people gathered together and were
sworn in as new American citizens
during the naturalization ceremony
held in the Law Quadrangle at
Southern Methodist University. The
ceremony coincided with another
celebration that was taking place
across the country-the 200th anniversary of the signing of the U.S.
Constitution, the document that

guarantees the freedoms and rights
these people will have as U.S. citizens.
A naturalization ceremony is usually held about twice a month and is
usually in a courtroom, according to
Patricia]. Spears, director of administrative services of the U.S. District
Court, Northern District of Texas.
"But since it coincides with Constitution Day this time, we decided to do
something special."
"We considered many different
sites for the event," she said. 'Judge
Jerry Buchmeyer had been to some
law school graduations and thought
the Quad would be a beautiful place
to hold the ceremony."
A total of273 immigrants from 50
countries were sworn in as citizens. To
accommodate the ceremony, Spears
said the SMU quadrangle was designated a court by special order of a
judge. The naturalization was conducted as it would have been in court,
withjudge Barefoot Sanders, acting
chiefjudge of the Northern District

of Texas, presiding. A. Kenneth Pye,
president ofSMU, and Kenneth L.
Penegar, dean of the law school, both
made briefcommenls.Judgejerry
Buchmeyer and George C. Chapman,
the president of the Dallas Bar Association, also had a few words to share
with candidates for citizenship.
The candidates then collectively
recited the Oath of Allegiance lo the
United States, and the Immigration
and Naturalization Service presented
its citizenship certificates. A 14-mcmber group from the Vocal Majority
male choir sang patriotic songs during
the ceremony, while about 500 friends
and relatives helped the immigrants
celebrate their new citizenship.
"This is a happy day, not just for
you," Judge Jerry Buchmeyer said in
his closing remarks lo the new citizens, "but for the United States,
because you bring to this country
your courage, your love, the traditions, and heritages of your old land."

Students Encounter the Seamless Web
"Such is the unity of all history that
anyone who endeavors to tell a piece
ofit must feel that his first sentence
tears a seamless web." These words
were written by F. W. Maitland, one
of the greatest English language legal
historians. The same statement also
could be applied to law. Clients do
not appear in a lawyer's office with
"contract," or "tort," or "property"
branded on their foreheads. Rather,
they come with problems to solve or
to avoid. The lawyer is a general diagnostician and must know whether, and
how, she or he can help clients. Often
these problems cross over into a number oflegal applications, i.e., certain
parts of the situation apply to contracts, while another aspect of the case
applies to tort law.
The usual first-year curriculum at
law school, however, divides law into
finite subject matter units, rending the
seamless web in order to get a better
understanding oflaw. In an effort lo
restore some of the law's unity and
interdependence to the first-year
curriculum, one-third of this year's
first-year class at Southern Methodist
University-The Seamless Web Group
-is participating in a multi-subject
learning experience. The professors
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in the students' six subject areasContracts, Torts, Property, Criminal
Law, Civil Procedure, and Legal
Research and Writing-are working
together to show students the continuity among the subject areas.
The law faculty participating in this
program jointly teach classes on topics
of mutual concern. For example, the
Property and Torts faculty jointly leach
nuisance; the Torts and Contract
teachers combine to discuss covenants
and conditions. Likewise, Criminal
Law and Torts classes can examine the
"reasonable person" together.
The Seamless Web experience also
integrates legal writing into other
classes. The students write interoffice
memos concerning landlord liability to
tenants for the criminal acts of third
parties. Upon completion of the
memos, the students and professors
meet for a seminar to explore the problem from a combination of perspectives: for example, tort law (Does the
landlord's duty apply lo this situation?); contracts (Docs the lease speak
to the issue?); property (Is this a
breach ofa warranty of habitability?);
criminal law (Whal of the third-party
criminal?); and procedure (What's

the relationship between public and
private enforcement of the tenant's
rights). Economics and law are
included as well.
In November the students
researched and wrote memos on problems involving statutory construction.
After these memos were completed, the
Seamless Web Group devoted several
hours to discussions oflcgislativc process, statutory interpretation, and
administrative law. This Spring the
use of interdisciplinary topics arc continuing on an expanded basis.
Not all of the legal education is
accomplished in the classroom.
Therefore, some of the Seamless Web
Group's activities are social as well as
academic.
SMU faculty members who have
planned the Seamless Web Group arc
excited about this year's program.
They believe the experience will be valuable for both students and faculty.
J usl as apprentices in law offices see
many different kinds of problems and
many diflcrcnt approaches lo a problem, the students in the Seamless Web
Group arc exposed to a realistic, multidimensional approach required of
practicing lawyers.

Admit One: Susan K. BryantJoins
the Law School Effort in Admissions
In.Juneofl987 Lli · ProvostsOITi ·
.../ '
approved tJ, er ation ol"Ll 1 new posior

Lion assistant dean for sLudcnl c1Jfairs
for the Southern Methodist University
School of Law.
Following the approval, Dean Pen·gar conducted a brief n ttional search,
and more than 35 candidates applied
for the position. After interviewing
four final candidates, he chose Susan
K. Bryant to fill the position.
Bryant assumed responsibility for
the administrative direction of the law
school admissions and financial aid
processes as well as academic counseling for students. Her secondary responsibilities include oversight and support
for the Career Counseling and Placement Office and coordination and
support of student organizations.
According to Dean Penegar, the
reason for creating the position was
"a desire to give more emphasis Lo recruiting and a special identity for our
admissions effort. Second, and a very
close second, a desire to give greater
professional attention to the area of
student academic guidance."
Bryant brings a well-rounded background with her to the Law School.
She was born in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and attended Duke University
where she graduated with a double
major in sociology and religion.
Bryant had her first exposure to
SMU when she received a Master's
degree in psychology and counseling
from the University. In fact it was
during this exposure that Bryant first
became interested in law. As a supplement to her psychology curriculum,
she took Daniel Shuman's class on
Law & Psychiatry. This interest led her
to the Georgetown Law School after
she graduated from SMU. After her
graduation from law school in 1985,
she was appointed a Reginald Heber
Smith Fellow and was assigned to
Pikes Peak Legal Services in Colorado
Springs, Colorado, where she worked
for l½ years. The reason for her move
from the mountains of Colorado lo the
city of Dallas was her marriage in the
winter of '86 to Andrew Bryant, director of admissions at SMU.

"I like working with students and
in an academic environment," Bryant
says. "I L's the beginning of a new era
for SMU and the Law School, with
both of the new Kens (Dean Kenneth
L. Penegar and President A. Kenneth
I ye:) at the helm there arc great possibilities for the Law School to expand
prohrrams and improve th · s ·lectivity
and diversity c£thc student body.
"Basically, my interest is in student
contact. The position of assistant dean
offers a good combination of my counseling and legal experience."
Bryant is available Lo stud nLo; (or
aca 1·mic ·ounscling and advising. She
serves on various facully and studenL
committees pertaining to student life,
and assists student groups and coordinates activities. In addition, Bryant is
compuL ·rizing the Admissions OITice
and ontinues the recruiting and financial aid plans already in force.
"I look forward lo meeting the students and alumni and working with
them," says Bryant. "I believe this is
an exciting time in the history of the
University and the Law School, and I
am happy Lo be here to share in it."

Career Corner
by Carol Brown
The OlEce of Career Services is experiencing an exciting recruiting season
l<1r 1987-88. Over 255 firms were on
campus for fall inLerviewing. SMU
will again participate in the Texas
Young Lawyers Association Qff~Campus
Recruitment Program, to be held February 18-20 1988 in J\rlington, Texas, at
the Radisson Suite Hotel. We also are
expecting a sullicient number of employers during our spring recruiting
season.
The Ollice of Career Services is
starting off the new academic year
with several additions. The first, Lisa
M. Reeves is the new scheduling coordinaLor. She worked previously al
SMU in the Dcvdopmenl Office.
The second addition is the
employer binder. Each employer has a
red binder which contains the NJ\LP
form, firm resume and/or brochure,
and any other pertinent information
about the employer, both in the current year as well as in the past. These
binders should help the student to
make informed choices and decisions
about both their careers and their
future employers.
The last addition is the employer
directory. This publication contains
all the information about each
semester's on and off campus recruiters. Students may purchase this directory and therefore eliminate time
spent in the Career Services Ollice
that could be beucr spent attending
classes, leaving the firm research for
home and weekends.
It is our hope that each year brings
a more dlicicnt and productive
recruiting season for all ofour students.

Calendar
ALUMNI ACTIVITIES
FEBRUARY 25: Alumni Breakfast
Lecture Series
"The Information Age: How Will It
Affect You and Your Children"
Dr. Daniel Costello, Edwin L. Cox
School of Business
Dallas Country Club
Call 987-3712.Jor more iriformation
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Clinical Caucus
Ninelcen eighly-scven marked the 40lh
anniversary of clinical education at
the SMU School of Law. The clinics,
which began in 194-7, have represented
more than 50,000 cilizcns ofTexas and
trained more than 2,000 lawyers to
provide competent legal services. The
reunion on April 25, which celebrated
the occasion, was attended by more
than 150 clinic alumni, friends and distinguished members of lhc legal community in Dallas. According to one
representative of the Legal Clinic,
"SMU's commitmenl to clinical
education remains strong, and our
tradition of community service is a
responsibility we cheerfully accept."
CASE IN POINT
Two SMU civil clinic studenls were
awarded $2,500 in atlorney's fees by
Judge Harlan Marlin after they prevailed in an unlawful eviclion dispute
in his court.
Third-year students Rose L. Romero and D. Randall Montgomery
worked on the case for more than a
year. They represenled a church in
soulh Dallas which had rented property from the landlord on a week-toweek basis with an agreement lo repair
and an oplion lo purchase. When the
landlord removed an organ, a piano,
chairs, a refrigerator, and other ilems
from the properly and refused lo return
them, the church sought relief with the
justice of the peace court. Later, the
church sought clinic representation to
resolve the matter in civil district court.
Romero and Montgomery split
their duties during the two-day trial:
Montgomery did the voir dire, selecting
the 12-member jury; Romero gave the
opening argument; they shared direct
and cross-examination of the wi tncsscs;
and Montgomery delivered the closing
argument.
Brenda]. Garrett, former associate
director of the Civil Clinic, said it was
unusual for the student-attorneys to
receive attorney's fees. "Somc j udgcs
feel that since it's the clinic, it should be
for free. But the fees go into our general
fund and help us with other clients who
can't afford the costs oflitigation."
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Stay Informed
with CLE
By Elaine Flynn
The world has become a complex
place in which to live. There arc rules
that govern the society in which we
live, rules which govern our businesses, and rules which govern our
personal lives. In fact, there arc so
many aspects to consider in the current world of business, il is nearly
impossible for individuals to absorb
all the pertinent information they
need to conducl their businesses.
Who hasn'l fought lhe urge lo lake
all the piles of papers, books, and
publications that come across their
desks in a given week and "file" lhem
away in the nearest trash can? Before
you succumb lo lhe templation, consider an alternative: continuing education programs.
Continuing education programs
have been created throughoul the
country for a variely of professions to
help keep people informed wilhout
investing too much oflheir valuable
time. The School of Law at SMU has
its own Conlinuing Legal Education
department. This year, 12 CLE programs are scheduled including lhe Air
Law Symposium, organized by the
Journal efAir Law and Commerce and the
National lnstilule ofTrial Advocacy,
chaired and organized by Professor
Frederick C. Moss.
Mailings for these programs arc
sent to the Slate Bar Sections, the
ABA seclions, and other special
national mailings. An annual calendar, )isling all programs offered by the
SMU School of Law, has been sent lo
all members of the State Bar of Texas.
For each of the programs offered, a
law professor chairs and organizes lhc
program, or chairs the planning committee which organizes lhc program.
The CLE office of the law school is
always looking for new ideas for·programs which better serve the needs or
ils alumni, as well as other practicing
atlorncys throughoul lhc country.
The CLE office encourages all
alumni lo ollcr suggcslions for programs thal arc not currently being
offered. Programs organized by the
CLE office arc as follows:

CONTI NU ING LEGAL
EDUCATION
1987-88 CALENDAR
FEBRUARY 24--26, 1988: Ninth
Annual Symposium on Personal
Injury and Products Liability/
Hotel Royal Plaza, Walt Disney
World Village, Lake Buena
Vista, FL
MARCH IO-II, 1988: 10th Biennial
Specialists Symposium on Texas
Family Law and Community Property/Sheraton Park Central Hotel,
Dallas, TX
APRIL I 1-15, 1988: Fourth Annual
Institute on Commercial Lending/
The Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, TX
MAY 5-6, 1988: Multi-State Labor &
Employment Law Seminar/Buena
Vista Palace, Walt Disney World
Village, Lake Buena Vista, FL
MAY 19-20, 1988: Advanced
Civil Trial Short Course/
San Antonio, TX
Programs offrred by the SMU
School of'Law meet requirements set
by the MCLE Department of'the
State Bar of Texas. Most programs
will include the required one hour
professional responsibility.
A limited number of written course
materials and audio tapes from all
CLE programs arc available at the
CLE oflice in the School of'Law. For
more information on these programs,
please call 214/692-2644.

1987 Boards, Officers & Staff
Grounded in the century-old tradition
of the American Bar Association, The
International Lawyer traces its origins to
the ABA's first committee on International Law created in 1878. Since then,
the journal has evolved into one of the
world's finest scholarly publications
focusing upon topics of international
significance. More than 13,000 readers
in more than 100 countries around the
world subscribe to The International Lawyer, which has become an authoritative
reference for practitioners,judges, and
scholars. The significant responsibility
of preparing thejournal for quarterly
publication is the responsibility of a
small and select staff ofSMU law students, working under the guidance of
SMU law professorsjosephj. Norton
and Werner F. Ebke. This is the start of
the second year that the journal will be
under the auspices of the SMU School
of Law. Previously, thejournal was
published at the Southwestern University School of Law, Los Angeles.Janet
Balch, administrative editor, says the
ABA tends to circulate the publishing
responsibilities; every two years it
reviews thejournal and then decides
whether the publishing facility will
remain where it is, or circulate the
responsibility to another school. Balch
says when lhejournal is reviewed at
the end ofSMU's two years, they
intend to apply lo continue as the publishing site for another two years.
Students successfully completing the
formal, two-year editorial and writing
program for The International Lawyer
receive academic credit. Student editors are selected on the basis of academic achievement and interest in
the field of international law.

The International Lawyer 1987-88 Student
Editoral Board
Anthony J. Interrante
Senior Editor
Articles Editors: Gilda L. Bailey, William
L. Clayborn, Kay E. Goggin, David
M. Grimm, Allegra]. Helfenstein,
Michelle E. Shriro
Casenotes & Comments Editors: Robert
T. Arthur, Brenda S. Levine, and
Veronica M. Willard
Student Staff Editors: Kylc G . Basinger,
Timothy P Baynham,Jonann
E. Coniglio, John J. Gallagher,
Stephanie C. Lampert, Elizabeth C.
Rose, and Susan). Spicer-Cundiff

THE BARRISTERS, a law school
service honorary, announced the
selection of four new members: Roy
T. Atwood,Jennifer P. Devin, Kenneth
C. Fernandez, and David M. Grimm.
The Board of Editors and Staff for
the journal q/Air Law and Commerce
are as follows:
Roy T. Atwood
Editor-in-Chief
Grant E Adamson
Managing Editor
Daena Goldsmith
Symposium Editor
Leading Article Editors: Steven R. Baggett,]. Randolph Beck, Lauraj.
Ellis, and Mark G.Jackson
Leading Articles Coordinator: .Jennifer P
Devin
Senior Notes Editor: Mark A. Cooper
Senior Comments Editor: Cindy L. Eakin
Notes and Comments Editors: Zachary W.
Allen, A. Claire Curry, Nancy Dearing Marie D. DiSante, Carrie L.
H~,lf, Steven C. Malin, and Rebecca
L. Rome
Research Editor. Gregg D. Martin
Citations Editors: Lucy Price and
Teresa D . Sykes
Stqff Editor: Patricia P Barrett
Business Editor: Michael L. Gravelle
Associate Symposium Editor: Bradley L.
Whitlock
Associate Managing Editor: Diane T.
Norwood
Staff Members: Linda S. Allhofl~
Barbara A. Bell,Jean H. Bender,
Charles A. Bennett, Catherine S.
Bowe, Ronald W. Breaux, Rachel A.
Campbell, and Nancy C. Chavanne,
Cheryl L. Coon, Manuel 1~ Lcnajr.,
Kathleen N. McIntosh, Scoll G.
Night, Virginia W. Pennington,
Suzanne L. Rogers, and Paul
W. Scarles, Stephen R. Bailey,
Theodore G. Baroody,Janet L.
Bawcom, David R. Duncan,
Michael L. Hood, Kristin A
Nilsson, Marci H. Romick, Debra
D. M. Smith, Peter A Warrick,
Susan Z. Wright
The winners of the Write-On-Competition
arc David W. Carstens, Todd A.
Johnson, andJamcsJ Schcskc

The Southwestern Law Journal's Board
of Editors and Staff for 1987 are
as follows:
David W. Jones
Editor-in-Chief
Mary A. McN ulty
Assistant Editor-in-Chief
William H . Church Jr.
Managing Editor
Coordinating Leading Articles Editor:
Suzanne L . Easley
Leading Articles Editors: Kenneth C.
Fernandez and Stanley L. Stewart
Business Managing Editor: Saundra R.
Steinberg
Managing Texas Survey Editor:
Norman D. Finch Jr.
Notes & Comments Editors: Blake L.
Berryman, Neil L. Sobol, and Lori
A. Tobias
Associate Editors: Bradley D. Broberg,
Kevin E. Cox, David L. Emmons,
J ohn M.S. Frick, Timothy P.
ilbreath, Stephen G . Gleboff,
Dean C. Howell, John H.
Karnes, Sandra Redmond,
Stephanie L. Smith, Richard H .
Stamps, Kelly H. Thompson,
and David S. White
Stciff: Micha I ·. And rson ', rol
J a yn
iond , Laura L. Brown , D.
J ean Eichn r, Kathryn M. Clegg,
Ronald D. Gray, Genevieve R.
Harding, Timothy Kin Lee Hui, S.
Stephen Lang Jr., Kerry A.
McHugh, Katherine R. Mounce,
Terri M. Rogers, James W.
Wilson, Keith R. Verges , Randall
J. Cherry, Franklin B. Davis, Mary
E. Lively, Mia M . Martin,
Michelle E. McCoy, Laura A.
Scruggs, Dwight R. Shockney,
Linda M. Timchak, Scott V.
Williams

The Advocate, the independent
student-operated newspaper
serving the MU ·h ( I of Law,
has selected .i t-; 1987-88 staff. Ann H.
Washburn is the Editor, Nelda C.
Sanchez is the Associate Editor, and
Gerald L. Geary is the Staff Writer.
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On the Podium

Peter Winship at the Convocation Ceremony, August 30, 1987
"Liberating the Preprefessional"
In January, 1987,Jaculry and students at
SM U met in an open
.forum to discuss a
Carnegie Foundation
Report on undergraduate education. When
comments were solicitedfrom the audience,
I rose to speak briefly,
and eloquently (as I now remember it),
about the differences between a college and
a university. I argued the Carnegie Foundation Report obscured this distinction and I
suggested SM U, which claims to be a universiry, should not abandon its profissional
schools in favor efthe liberal arts, but should
instead consider how it could integrate the
liberal arts into the profissional schools. The
next day, the student newspaper ended its
summary efour meeting with the statement,
"Peter Winship, a profissorfrom the School
efLaw, said, 'The task SMU has ... is
to liberate the profissional schools' "-a
quotation that has the same ring to it as the
slightly more famous quotation.from Shakespeare's Henry VI (Part 2), "The.first
thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers!"
Yet, startled as I was by my quotation
in the Daily Campus, I.found it captures
the sense efurgency I fiel about the need to
encourage integration efthe liberal arts into
our professional studies. I was grateful,
therefore, when Dr. Ruth Morgan invited me
to deliver the opening convocation address in
September. At last, I would have an opportuniry to explain the tantalizing ellipsis in
the quotation.
The opening convocation honors the fir.rtyear undergraduate class and I was conscious, when preparing my address, efthe
need to speak to 18year olds. I tried, in
particular, to respond in nry address to the
thoughts provoked by the excellent orientation
readings provided to the students. These
readings examine what it means to be a
universiry-a theme the students explored in
an equally stimulating two-day academic
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orientation program before I delivered my
address. It was this background I assumed
when I wrote my final droji, .
Rereading the text as I delivered it I see it
was written to be read aloud, not read on the
printed page. Afler reflection, I have chosen
not to amend the language on the assumption
readers will remember the origin efthe text.

We have been called together, as our
invitations state, to honor the members of the class of 1991. We honor
them, not because they come bearing
gifts of tuition dollars, but because
they come bearing the far more precious gifts of curiosity, enthusiasm,
and potential. By coming, they have
agreed to explore with us the values
and beliefs implicit in higher education; and for this, too, we honor them.
And because you, the members
of this honored class, have agreed to
explore these values and beliefs with
us, we have brought out this evening
our strongest magic. Look, and you
will see our signs and symbols; listen,
and you will hear the cadences and
formulas of our ritual. For this ceremony-no matter what our invitations say-is an initiation rite. How
else can we explain sane adults wearing comic hats with colored tassels
and heavy robes with hoods, processing in the August heat behind the
bearer of a medieval mace? Yet, these
hats and robes and maces-and seals
with Latin mottos-rcaffirm for those
of us who are already initiated the
values we hold in common.
In time, you too will be able to read
these signs and explain these symbols.
God willing, and with a little effort,
we shall reconvene in May of 1991 and
we shall process together in academic
robes, and you shall truly join "the
company of educated men and
women." Today, however, you are the
uninitiated.

By tradition, at this point in our
ritual a member of the faculty steps
forward to provide a flrst explanation
of what these symbols mean-what it
means to become part of a university.
I shall speak this evening about
"liberating the prcprofessional." It is
a topic that has, I hope, piqued your
curiosity, for I sec from your class picture book distributed on Friday that
many of you arc openly declared prcprofcssionals. Look to your left and
you will see the doctor who will take
out your appendix 20 years from now;
look to your right and you will sec not,
let us hope, the lawyer who brings
your medical malpractice suit, but the
tax accountant who will advise you as
to whether you can deduct the cost of
your operation. Most of you, one way
or another-whether as doctors, lawyers, accountants, research scientists,
engineers, architects, artists, teachers,
preachers-will enter a recognized
profession after graduation.
Planning for this future, many of
you will enroll in courses offering the
specialized technical training necessary for your chosen profession.
Those of you whose chosen profession
requires further study in graduate
professional school will seek out
courses that prepare you for that further training. And undoubtedly in all
these courses you will receive excellent
technical training at our University.
But you should receive more than
technical training. Indeed, you should
claim more, in the sense of the verb
"to claim" that Adrienne Rich uses in
her talk, which is reprinted in the ori-

entation materials. You should "Lake
as Lhe rightful owner" an education
that prepares you for a worthy world .
You should claim, as I shall argue, a
liberal professional education .
Claim such an education, but, at
the same time, remember that claiming an duc.:aLion is no l like buying a
car. You , 1111 >Lsay, ' h, I think this
y ctr I'll hav · a BMW ducaLi n ,"
pay your tuiLic,n mon y, tak Lhc keys
a nd clriv · a way. Inv s ting in a n education is more like buying thousands
oflittle auto parts, working hard for
four years trying to figure out how to
bolt and weld them all together, and
then driving off in your Jerry-built or
J ·nny- rmilL ·ornra ption. You ma y
laim a p,mi ·ula r kind of ·ducalion as
tht rightfu l own · r, in o ther words. But
how y OL'I I ·av in fi ur yea rs - whether
by foot , by wheel, or by wings- w ill
depend on how hard you sweat a nd
strain while here.
So come, prepared to sweat and
strain, and seek out mentors from the
faculty who will guide you to this education that you claim. Seek out mentors who can not only help you to
understand special technical problems in their areas of expertise, but
who will also help you to struggle with
issues that ignore artificial barriers
between academic disciplines. Seek
out accounting professors who can
talk knowledgeably about the revolutionary effect of double-entry bookk eping on this condu t of business in
Re11aissance Italy a nd draw from this
history the implications today of the
p wer of changing accounting con·epts. Se k out engin ·ering professors

who struggle with the ethical implications oflaser research that might be
used to develop life-threatening weaponry but might a lso lead to life-sa ving
medical brea kthroughs. Seek out
pr fi · o rs of' Lh a tr · who stud y th
impacLo f' rol playing on Lhe conduct
an d charact r d ev elopment or the
learning impaired.
Seek out these mentors because
they will provide you with a liberal

professional education. Such education is not, I hasten to add, profi ssional education that is left-wing,
wrong-h ad d, or bl ·eding-hea rtcd .
I use th world liberal as it is used i11
the term liberal arts. All the mentors
I ur ed upon you a m m nt go a r ·
professors who us lh acad •·mi dis cip lines, cknowl.cdged lo be a pa n of
the libera l a rts-su h as his LOry, philosophy, Lhe natural and social sciences, literature and languages-as
Jen es thr ug h whi h they s Ludy Lh e
s ubj t matte r of th eir exp e n.ise. And
just as ey glasses ·la riry Lhe vi. ion
f lh · near-sig hted, s the lenses
of history or philosophy or the natural sciences allow the inner eye
to understand, to interpret, and
ultima tely cvalua t the bj ect studied.
Without the lens · of th se disciplines, th inner y a nnot s . The
lenses fre , in other words, the inner
eye from its state of blindness.
And i Lis this idea Lha t the liberal
arts free you from ignorance by giving
yo u Lhe capacity to under tand, int rpr t, a nd cvalual lhal brings u back
t the till f my t,llk. The la tin word,
liber, meaning " free ," is the common
root of the words liberal and liberate.
So, as in the title ofmy talk, "to libera l ·" you y ung preprofi·ssionals is to
provide y u wilh a n educatio n that
integra tes the cra ft of your t chnical
train in g with th vision pr vid ·cl by
the liberal arts.
Th personal b a efits you wi ll gain ,
if you cla im s u ·h an edu a t.ion, l will
no t a rg ue r r this V ning. R m mber
nl y J hn ia rcli's mm Ill in y ur
rienta lion reading tli a La university
succeeds by "putting you in touch,
both as specia lists and as humans,
with whose human minds your human
mind needs to include."
Instead, I will sketch briefly for you
an imagina ry situa tion, which ill ustrates for me the pressing ocia l m.: · cl
for liberal professional education.
Assume a multinational corporation with its headquarters in Dallas,
Texas, builds a factory in a thirdworld country. The factory manufactures asbestos and sells it to local construction contractors who use it to
build publi buildings a nd horn s
in that country. Assum tha t use of
asbestos in buildings is prohibited in
the United States because medical
tests show that asbestos causes serious

lung diseas s. Th · laws of Lhc thirdworld untry, h wevcr, a rc silent
about the use of asbestos. Beca use the
factory's asbestos is used extensively
in this unnamed third-world country,
many people in that country suffer
lung diseases and die.
Consider, first, the number of possible profi·ssionals invo lved in setting
up and op raLing the fac tory. Lawyers
will draw up the many contracts;
bankers will exlend and monitor
credit; architects will design the factory; engineers will carry out construction ; accountants will prepare
the accounts; auditors will audit the
accounts; managers will supervise
opera tions; doctors will treat patients
suffering from the lung disease.
Consider then, that each task of
these profcssionals cou Id be carried
out by technical skills a lone. The
lawyers could draw up the contracts
using verbal skills alone; the bankers
could make their loans considering
only questions of financial risk and
efficiency; the architects could dr fi:
their plans without regard to the use
to which their buildings will be put.

And yet, wo uld you not b criti a l
·my ofthos prores i nals f r fai ling to
·onsider th wid ·r · ntext in whi h
he or she acts?
Consider, finally, the liberal disciplin s th Lw m ight think a profes·io na l fr m the United States should
dra w upon when sc king to understa nd, interpret, a nd va lua te Lhe situation. A partial list might include
understanding the language and
culture of the third-world country;
understanding the history not just of
that country, but also the more general history of the relations between
such countries and former colonial
powers; uncl rslancling the economi ·,
p oliti cal, and socia l impli a ions of the
flow of today· und rstan<ling Lh , ethical implications of participating in
a system that generates the disease
and suffering that results from use
of the asbestos.
Even this sketchy illustration
should suggest to you the social need
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for a liberal professional educalion.
Bul, you ask, il"you should claim
lhis educalion, will the facully and
lhe Univcrsily accepl your claim? In
answer lo lhis queslion, I relurn to Lhc
idea Lhal this ceremony is a ritual , and
I read to you Lhe answer found in one
of the Universily's most basic texls.
Lislen to these words:
The essence q/the educational jJhilosophy which undergirdJ this Master
Plan is that jmifessional studies must
rise from the solidfoundation ofa
basic liberal arts education. The aim
efthis University, in other words, is to
educate its students as worthy human
beings and as citi;:,ens,}irst, and as
teachers, lawyers, ministers, research
scientists, businessmen, engineers,
and so on, second. These two aimsbasic and jnefessional education,
general and JpeciJLC ... -will not
be separated in the program ef
this University.
It is this University's beliefthat they
should not be. For the well-educated person is indeed a WHOLE
HUMAN BEING.

This passage from the Master
Plan of 1963 is truly a "definitive"
statement. It makes explicit what
is implicit in the Articles incorporating the University; its content is
reaflirmcd by all later statements of
the UniversiLy's educational mission.
It is the meaning of this basic text
I associate wilh the symbol of Dallas
Hall as it appears on Lhe University
seal displayed behind me. In the first
years of the University, all faculty, no
matter what their disciplines,jostled
for space in Dallas Hall. As the Univcrsily grew more complex and academic disciplines more specialized,
the faculty dispersed into different
buildings across the campus. Yet,jusl
as Dallas Hall remains the visible
focal point of the campus, so Dallas
Hall also reminds us Lhal dcspilc the
fragmenlation or the University, the
understanding and knowledge we
seek is indivisible.
Here ends the first reading of
our symbols.

Faculty Activities

the Pennzoil decision to the Texas
Supreme Court. He also acted as
independent counsel to Scientific
Measurement Systems, Inc., to investigate and determine various matters
and is Of Counsel to the Dallas firm
ofJenkens & Gilchrist.
Beverly M. Carl, profrssor of international law, taught a summer course in
Taiwan on "Special Investment and
Trade Problems of Newly Industrialized Nations" to officials of the
Taiwanese Ministry of Economic
Affairs.
This past September, Carl participated in the Francoise Laurent
Colloquium in Belgium at the invitation of the University of Ghent. She
lectured on "Unification of Private
International Law in the Western
Hemisphere."
Werner F Ebke, assistant professor of
law, spent 1986-87 in the Federal
Republic of Germany. There he published numerous articles and book
reviews in English, German, and
French. He also presented papers to
the University ofGroningen School
of Law, Groningen, The Netherlands;
the German American Lawyers Association at Duesseldorf, Federal
Rcpu blic of Germany; and the Dres-

Lackland H. Bloom,Jr., professor of
constitutional law, participated in
"We the People-a Dallas Tradition"
sponsored by the Dallas Association
of Young Lawyers. The event was
held at the Loews Anatole in Dallas
on September 10. Bloom was one of
four panelists who defended first
amendment rights.
Alan R. Bromberg, professor of corporate law, co-authored SB 563 and
HB 337, the Texas Revised Limited
Partnership Act, which was passed
and signed by Governor Clemen ts
and became effective September I.
The act is a complete modernization
of the limited partnership law. Bromberg also co-authored SB 314 and HB
418, Amendments to the Texas Business Corporation Act and other Corporate Statutes, which was passed by
the Senate and signed by the Governor and became effective Seplember I.
The amendments changed more than
a dozen areas including dividends,
share repurchases, indemnification,
and governance.
Bromberg was the securities counsel to Texaco, Inc., in its appeal of
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Peter
Winship teaches at the SMU School
of Law in the areas of corporate and
commercial law and has special interests in legal history, comparative law,
and international economic law. He is
currently president or the SMU Faculty Senate (sec page 00). Winship
holds degrees from Harvard, the University of London, and Yale. Prior to
his arrival al SMU in 1974, he served
as legal advisor to the Imperial Ethiopian Ministry of Commerce and
Industry, and lectured for two years
at Haile Selassie I University in
Addis Ababa.

dner Bank al Frankfurt in the Federal
Republic of Germany.
John S. Lowe, visiting professor or
property and energy law, has been
elected to a three-year term as a member of the Council of the Section or
Natural Resources Law of the American Bar Association. He has just
completed a two-year term as a member oft-he executive commillee of the
Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation and is membership chairman
and co-chairman of the Foundation's
Oil and Gas Short Course. Lowe
spoke at the nalional convention of
the American Association of
Petroleum Landmen in Kansas City
injune.
Thomas W. Mayo, assistant professor
oflaw, received the 1986-87 Don M.
Smart Award for Excellence in Teaching, an honor voted by the 800 law
students of the school. He is the sixth
recipient of the euduwcd honor established in 1981 by Dallas ophthalmologist and SMU law alumnus, Dr. Don
M. Smart. Mayo teaches in the areas
of civil procedure, land use, federal
courts, unfair competition, and business torts.
For the pasl three years, Mayo has
organized Friday afternoon discussion

sessions on an informal basis.
Fred C. Moss, associate professor of
law, gave a State Bar accredited Continuing Legal Education talk in April,
'87, to the Dallas law firm of Vial,
Hamilton, Koch & Knox, entitled
"Attorney Disclosure of Client Confidences Under the Proposed Texas
Rules of Professional Conduct." In
May, '87, he spoke on "Attorney Disclosure of Client Confidences Under
the Texas Code of Ptofessional
Responsibility" to the Tarrant County
Women's Bar Association. lnjune,
Moss directed the National Institute
for Trial Advocacy's 9th Annual
Southern Regional Trial Training program at SMU. The 10½ day program
drew 70 lawyers from 12 stales.
Mark V. Murray, adjunct professor of
real estate law,joined the Dallas firm
of Geary, Stahl, and Spencer as a
shareholder.
Kenneth L. Penegar, professor and
dean of the SMU School of Law,
spoke to the Annual Institute on Oil
and Gas of the Southwestern Legal
Foundation in February '87 on "The
Meaning of Professionalism in Specialty Fields of Law"; at the Kent
School's observance of the bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution for the
keynote address during February; and
to the International Academy ofTaxation in Taipei, Taiwan, in August on
"IRS Circular 230 and the Rule of
Law."
Penegar was elected to the Board of
Directors of the Dallas Mediation Service, as well as the Board of Directors
of the Dallas Bar Foundation. He was
also elected as a Fellow of the Texas
Bar Foundation (Spring, '87), and as
a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation (August, '87). He served as a
member of the visitation team for the
University of Miami on behalf of the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools in March, served as Chairman of the Association of American
Law School's Search Committee for
the Executive Directorship ofthe
Association ( 1986-87), and in
December completed a three-year
term on the Executive Committee of
the Association of American Law
Schools.
Richard]. Pierce,Jr., the George W.
Hutchison Professor of Energy Law,
has agreed to write the third (and

subsequent) editions of"Administrative Law Treatise," previously
authored by Kenneth Culp Davis. He
will publish one volume per year,
beginning in 1989 with the third edition of the entire five volume treatise
to be published during the period
1989-1994. This Treatise is accepted
by courts universally as the definitive
authority on administrative law.
Pierce presented a paper entitled
"Federal Agency Pre-emption of State
Law" at the Annual Meeting of the
American Bar Association Section on
Administrative Law. He has been
asked to participate in a major study
on that topic by the Section.
In September, Pierce spoke at the
SMU University Lecture Series
entitled "Deregulation of the Oil and
Gas I nclustry: What is it doing?" He
also was one of four panelists who
participated in the Grand Rounds session on Robert Bork's nomination as
ajustice to the Supreme Court. He
explained why he believed Bork was
unqualified to serve as justice. In
November, Pierce gave the George
W. Hutchison Inaugural Chair
Lecture on "Reconstituting the Natural Gas Industry: From Wellhead
to Burnertip."
Ellen Smith Pryor, assistant professor
of tort law, delivered a paper on the
"Statutes of Limitations" at the SMU
Civil Trial Short Course in May, '87.
Over the summer she continued to
work on her research on the measurement of the loss and rehabilitation in
alternative compensation systems.
C. Paul Rogers, professor of business
law, was selected as the faculty athletic representative and chairman of
SMU's newly formed Athletic Council. Rogers succeeds religious studies
Professor Lonnie Kliever as the University's faculty athletic representative
to the Southwest Conference, the
NCAA, and the College Football
Association.
Law School Professor Daniel W
Shuman has been chosen as the recipient of the prestigious Guttmacher
Award for 1988 for his recent book,
Psychiatric and Psychological Evidence.
The award includes a $500 honorarium, a travel allocation ofup to
$500, and a bronze plaque. The
award, named in honor of Manfred S.
Guttmacher, one of America's pre-

eminent forensic psychiatrists during
the 1940s, '50s, and '60s, is cosponsored by the American Academy of
Psychiatry and the Law and the
American Psychiatric Association. In
his book, published in 1986, Shuman
discusses the use of psychiatric and
psychological evidence in civil and
criminal proceedings. The reward will
be given at the AAPL and APA meeting in Montreal, Canada, in May
1988.
Walter W Steele,Jr., professor of
criminal law, presented a paper on
"Ethics and Contempt" at the State
Bar of Texas Advanced Criminal Law
Short Course. He also presented
"Testimonial Ethics" as part of the
South Texas Criminal Law Advanced
Litigation Program in Dallas and
Houston. Steele is currently serving
on the State Bar ofTexas Task Force
on Practice Skills, as Chair of the law
school's Continuing Legal Education
Committee, and member of the
Executive and Faculty Appointments
Committees.
Howard J. Taubenfild, professor of
public international law and impacts
of technology, addressed in August
the Conference on the Human Experience in Antarctica: Applications to
Life In Space. He spoke on "International Law and the Outer Space/Antarctic Analogy." He also visited
attorneys and judges in Spain and
Portugal as part of a study group on
their legal institutions. The visits will
serve as source cases for his study of
Multi-Ethnic Democracies.
Peter Winship, professor of corporate
and commercial law, was elected to
membership in the American Law
Institute, the oldest law reform group
in the country. The Institute is widely
recognized for its careful consideration and drafting of model codes for
adoption by state legislatures.
Winship joins three other SMU law
professors in membership in the ALI:
Regis W. Campfield, specialist in
wills, trusts, and estate planning; Alan
R. Bromberg, expert in securities and
commodities fraud; and Dean Kenneth L. Penegar, specialist in international law, ethics, and jurisprudence.
Winship's selection into ALI follows his election as the new president
of the SMU Faculty Senate.
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Faculty Addendum
Stefan 1-l. Krieger
Krieger received his bachelor of
arts degree in 1968 from the University of Chicago and his juris doctor
degree in 1975 from the University
of Illinois. Following graduation,
he worked as a law clerk for two
years under Judge Hubert L. Will,
Federal District Judge of the NorLhern District oflllinois in Chicago.
From 1977-1979, Krieger was a staff
attorney with the Legal Assistance
Foundation of Chicago, and served as
Clinical Fellow and Lecturer in Law
at the University of Chicago Law
School from 1979-1987. He is currently the Associate Director of the
Civil Cases Clinic and assistant professor oflaw at SMU.

VISITING PROFESSORS
Lambros E. Kotsiris
Kotsiris received his juris doctor
degree from the University ofThessaloniki, Greece, in 1956 and his Ph.D
from the Ludwig-Maximilian University of Munich, West Germany, in
1960. In 1973 he was appointed professor of Commercial Law at the
University ofThessaloniki (Greece)
School of Law. He has practiced law
in Athens since 1959. Last year, he
was a Visiting Scholar at the SMU
School of Law. For the 1987 Fall
semester, Kotsiris was a Visiting Professor and taught International Transactions-European Community.

JohnS. Lowe
Lowe received his bachelor of arts
degree in 1963 from Denison University and his LL.Bin 1966 from Harvard University. From 1966-69, he
was assigned to the Office of the President for the Government of Malawi as
an Africa Fellow from Syracuse University, The Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs. He was
associated with the law firm Emens,
Hurd, Kegler & Ritter, in Columbus,
Ohio, from 1970-75. He then served as
a member of the faculty at the University ofToledo from 1975-78 as associate professor oflaw. He joined the
faculty at the University ofTulsa in
1978 as a professor oflaw and as Associate Director of the National Energy
Law and Policy Institute. Lowe is a
Visiting Professor of Law at SMU for
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the academic year and teaches Property I and II, Oil and Gas, and Oil
and Gas Contracts.

Alexander McCall Smith
Smith received his LL.Band his
Ph.D from the University of Edinburgh, Scotland . He was a lecturer in
law at Queens University in Belfast
from 1973-74- and at the University
College of Swaziland in 1980. In 1981,
he was head of the Department of
Law of the University of Botswana
and is currently a member of the faculty at the University ofEdinburcrh.
Smith is a Visiting Professor ofL~w
for the Spring semester at SMU and
will teach on the topics ofjurisprudence and law and medicine.

Willard H. Pedrick
Pedrick received his bachelor of
arts degree from Parsons College in
1936 and his ju ris doctor degree from
Northwestern University in 1939.
He was the Special Assistant to the
Attorney General in the tax division
of the Department ofJ ustice from
1942-4-3. He was a Visiting Fulbright
Professor at the University of Western
Australia in 1957 and 1973, AALS
Executive Committee Member from
1970-72, the Founding Dean at Arizona State University from 1966-75,
and was a member of the faculty at
ASU College of Law until 1983. He
has been Professor Emeritus at ASU
since 1983. Pedrick was a Visiting
l~rofessor of Law at SMU during the
l•all semester and taught Income
Taxation.

Mark A. Sargent
Sargent received his bachelor of
~rts degree from Wesleyan University
m 1973, his master's in 1975 and his
juris doctor degree in 1978 from Cornell University. Following graduation,
he was a member of the Boston law
firm ofCsaplar & Bok until 1980. He
has been a member of the faculty at
the University of Baltimore School of
Law since 1980. Sargent is a Visiting
Associate Professor of Law at SMU
for the Spring semester and teaches
Business Associations and Corporate
Take-Overs and Freeze-Outs.

Frances E. Phillips
Phillips received her bachelor of
arts degree in 1969 from Baylor Uni-

vcrsity and her juris doctor degree in
1972 from the University ofTexas
School of Law. Following graduation,
she served as Enforcement Attorney
and Assistant Regional Counsel for
Region IV, Atlanta, Georgia for the
United States Environmental Protection Agency. Phillips served as an
Associate Attorney with the Houstonbased law firm of Bracewell & Patterson and assisted in the organization
and opening of their Washington
office.
In 1976, Phillips returned to the
United States Environmental Protection Agency where she served as
Regional Counsel, Region IV in
Atlanta, Georgia; Associate General
Counsel in Washington
DC ' and
<
,
Deputy Regional Administrator,
~cgio~1 _\:I in Dallas, Texas. Phillips
1s a V1s1L111g Scholar/Practitioner-InRcsidcnce for the 1988 academic year
during which time she will spend the'
spring semester directing and assist!ng student research; engaging in
mdcpcn~cnt research and writing;
and scrvmg as a faculty resource. In
the fall, she will be teaching courses in
environmental law.

FALL SEMESTER
ADJUNCT PROFESSORS
John P. Buser
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer,
& Feld
course: Tax Procedure and
Litigation

Harry J. Joe
Jenkens & Gilchrist
course: Immigration Law

Herbert S. Kendrick
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer,
& Feld
course: Tax Procedure and
Litigation

W Stephen Swayze
Kilgore & Kilgore
course: Federal Oil and Gas
Taxation

James Ii. Wallenstein
Jenkens & Gilchrist
course: Real Estate Transactions

SPRING SEMESTER
ADJUNCT FACULTY
Maureen Noble Annour
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer &
Feld
course: Texas Trial & Appellate
Procedure

}erred G. Blanchard, Jr.
Johnson & Swanson
course: Corporate Reorganization

Shawna Brown
Dooley & Foxman
course: Advanced Corporate Taxation

Paul George
Johnson, Bromberg & Leeds
course: Conflict of Laws

W John Clancey
Baker & Botts
course: Corporate Taxation

David G. Glickman
Johnson & Swanson
course: Corporate Reorganization

Thomas A. Graves
Figari & Davenport
course: Texas Pre-Trial Procedure

The Honorable Patrick E. Higginbotham
course: Constitutional Law II

Written in Law
Recent Faculty Publications
Beverly M. Carl, professor oflaw: "La
Competencia en el Derecho Internacional Privado de los Estados Unidos," in Derecho (Catholic University,
Lima, Peru), December 1986, pages
59-76.
"The Latin American Integration
Association," in Public International
Law and the Future World Order (ed. J
Norton, 1987), pages 19-1 to 19-25.
"The Nicaraguan Economic System," America (February 21, 1987),
pages 155-158.

Werner F Ebke, assistant professor of
law: Les techniques contentieuses d'application du droit des Communautes euro/Jeenes,
which appeared in 22 Revue lrimestrielle de droit europeen ( 1986)
pages 209-230.
"Lender Liability to Debtors:
Toward a Conceptual Framework,"
(with James R. Griffin), Southwestern
Law Journal ( I986) , pages 77 5-8 I7;
reprinted in Beitraege Zumjapanisdzen

Und Auslaerulischen Bank-Unrl Finan;:.reclzt (K. Yamauchi ed., Chuo Univer-

Kathleen M. La Valle
Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer &
Feld
course: Texas Trial and Appellate
Procedure

T David Cowart
Strasburger and Price
course: Tax of Deferred Compensation

Mark V. Murray
Murray, Phillips & Schmic!L
course: Real Estate Transactions

Dana G. Nahlen
Hughes and Luce
course: International Banking and
Finance

Fred. C. Pedersen
Hughes and Luce
course: International Banking and
Finance

Roher/ S. Rendell
.Johnson and Swanson
course: International Business
Transactions

Ronald V. Thurman
Hubbard, Thurman, Turner and
Tucker
course: Palenl Law

David A. Weatlzerbie
Jenkins and Gilchrist
course: Real Estate Transaction

Beth Thornburg
SMU School of Law
course: Texas Pre-Trial Procedure

William C. Strock
Haynes and Boone
course: Labor Relations Planning
and Practice

LN.D. Wells,Jr.
course: Labor Relations Planning
and Practice

Kevin Karlson, Ph.D .
course: Psychiatric and Psychological Evidence

Boe W Martin
Johnson and Swanson
course: Negotiable Instruments

Marilyn P/zilli/Js
Haynes and Boone
course: Law Office Management

Ste/Jhen A . Gardner
Jackson, Walker, Winstead, Cantwell & Miller
course: Partnership Taxation

sity Press: Tokyo 1987), pages 49-!03.
"Die auslaendisehe Kapitalgesellschaft & Co. KG und das
europaeische Gemeinschaftsrecht,"

federal court under Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure 11 and 37, Federal
Rule of Appellate Procedure 38, and
28 U.S. C. § 1927.

1987 Zeitsc/zrijifuer Unternehmens-und
Gesellschaflsrecht, pages 245-270.

Richard.J. Pierce,Jr., George W.

"Zu den Verhaltenspflichten der
Kreditinstitute gegenueber sanierungsbeduerftigen Kunden im
U.S.-amerikanischen Recht," 33 Recht
der Internationalen Wirtschafl ( 1987),
pages 329-339.
His review of Dr. Leon E. Trakman's book, The Law Nierchant: The
Evolution of Commercial Law, appeared
in The International Lawyer, (1987),
pages 605-616.
"The Limited Partnership and
Transnational Combinations of Business Forms," The International Lawyer
(Fall 1987).

Thomas W Mayo, assistant professor or
law, has completed a survey of decisions by the U.S . Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit for a book by the
American Bar Association entitled,
Rule 11: Bright Lights, Dim Future. It is a
review of the developments around
the country in the area of sanctions
against attorneys and parties in

Hutchison Professor of Energy Law:
"Use Lhc Federal Rules of Evidence
in Federal Agency A~judications," 39
Administrative Law Review 1 (1987).
"Political Accountability and Delegated Power: A Response lo Professor
Lowi," 36 American University /,aw
Review, page 391.
•
"Lessee/Lessor Relations in a Turbulent Gas Markel," Proceedings of38th

or

llrmual Institute on Oil & Gas J,aw and
Taxation, Soulhweslern Legal Foundation 8-1 (1987) .
"Stale Non-Utility Regulation or
Natural Gas Production, Transportation and Marketing," Proceedings o/
Natural Gas J\ilarkelin_1; lnrtitute, Rocky
Mountain Mineral Law Foundation
13-1 ( 1987).
"Stale Regulation of Natural Gas in
a Federally Deregulated Market : The
Tragedy of'lhe Commons Revisited,"
Cornell Law Review ( 1987).
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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C. Paul Rogers, professor oflaw: supplement to Antitrust Law: Policy and
Practice, co-authored, (published by
Matthew Bender, 1987).
Daniel W Shuman, professor oflaw:
1987 SupjJlement to PJychiatric and PJyclwlogical Evidence.
The PsyclwtherajJist-Patient Privilege,
co-authored with Weiner (published
by Charles C . Thomas, summer
1987).
"The Privilege Study (Part Ill):
Psychotherapist-Patient Communications in Canada," 9 Internationaljournal
efLaw and Psychiatry, co-au tho red
with Weiner and Pinard, (1987),
page 393.
Hamey Wingo, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs: a tribute lo William].
Flittic, 62 Journal efAir !Aw and Commerce (xvii, 1987).

Media Mentions
The fallowing are the faculty members of the
SM U School efLaw who have been quoted
or reported on in the media.
A July 7 article appearing in The Dallas Morning News quoted Lackland H.
Bloom,Jr., a constitutional law professor, about the efforts to oust Judge
William Waynejustice. Bloom
pointed out that few judges resign
because of public pressure, and
impeachment was the only way
to remove a federal judge.
In its article on "We the PeopleA Dallas Celebration," about the
Dallas Association of Young Lawyers'
Constitutional Bicentennial celebration, the September 9 issue of the
Dallas Times Herald also mentioned
Bloom would be one of the "First
Freedom" panel members. This discussion focused on the rights to free
speech, freedom of religion, and freedom of the press. The "First Freedom" panel was one of three panels
presented. The same article also noted
Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham of the
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals and
SMU law school adjunct professor,
was to speak at the reception and
dinner.
Alan R. Bromberg, distinguished university professor of securities law, continues to be the most quoted faculty
member at the law school. Since April
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1987, he has been interviewed and
quoted in financial media on various
corporate and securities developments, including Business Week, Daily
News (Van Nuys, CA), Insider Litigation, National Law Journal, National Public Radio, Philadelphia Inquirer, USA
Today, US News & World Report, and
The Wall Street Journal.

Jeffrey M . Gaba, professor of property
and environmental law, wrote an article which appeared in the November
4, 1986, issue of The Dallas Morning
News. The article was on the adoption
of the "Superfund" bill, signed by
President Reagan in October. The bill
regulates control of hazardous waste
by businesses. Gaba explained why
businesses should heed the new law.
Thomas W Mayo, assistant professor of
law, was quoted in the Dallas Times
Herald in an article concerning the
Supreme Court ruling on property
owners' rights to compensation when
local governments place restrictions
on their land. The ruling could "have
a chilling effect on municipalities'
enthusiasm for changing zoning. It
raises the stakes considerably since
it gives landowners new leverage
in dealing with the city," the article
quoted Mayo as saying.
Mayo was also mentioned in the
June 27 issue of the Dallas Times
Herald for receiving the 1986-87
Don M. Smart Award for Excellence
in Teaching.
The May 25-31 issue of the Dallas/ Fort
Worth Business Journal mentioned the
addition of Mark T/ Murray, adjunct
professor of real estate law, to Geary,
Stahl and Spencer as a shareholder.

Richard]. Pierce,Jr., the George W.
Hutchison professor of energy law,
wrote an editorial which ran in the
September 18 issue of The Dallas Morning News. Pierce's editorial explained
why he did not think Judge Robert
Bork should be chosen to serve on the
U.S. Supreme Court. "I have read all
of his judicial opinions and scholarly
writings. He most definitely is not a
practitioner ofjudicial restraint.
Rather, he is a man who allows his
radical political philosophy to dominate his judicial decision-making,"
wrote Pierce. He illustrated his point
in the cases of Bartlett vs. Bowen
(1987) andJersey Central Power &

Light vs. Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission ( 1987).

The Dallas Morning News featured an
article on C. Paul Rogers, professor of
business law, and his selection as the
faculty athletic representative and
chairman ofSMU's newly formed
Athletic Council. "The goal is to
really have a respected intercollegiate
program from the academic side to
ensure that the athletes who are representing us on the playing field are also
representing us in the classroom,"
Rogers said in the article.
Peter Winship, professor of corporate
law, was quoted in The New York Times,
July 27, on the reorganization of the
William Herbert Hunt trust estate
after filing Chapter 11. Winship said
the reorganization increased optimism and the chances of approval
of a plan by the court.
Winship was also mentioned in the
August 19 edition of the Dallas Times
Herald on being admitted to the American Law Institute.

Faculty Retirements
Earl C. Borgeson, Director of Underwood Library, after 10 years with
SMU; effective May 1988.
William]. Flittie, professor oflaw, after
25 years on the law school faculty;
effective December 1986.
Maxine T. McConnell-Tobin, Director of
Civil Cases Clinic, after 17 years with
SMU; effective December 1987.

[!~~;l Spotlight
Linda S. Eads joined the SM U School ef Law fi1c11lty in .Jnn11my 1986
mid alm,dy has made herse!Jwetl k11ow11 l.o st1u/enll', /tiff, andjm:rs. JI
Janner lrial attomey wi(h lite U. . De/Jartmml efJustice, Tax Division
(Criminal Section and O.f/11:e ef,">fJ&cial Litig(llion) E11dl teaches in
th (11'eas ef1widt11u:e, trial advocacy pro.fa sional rcspon ibilify, and criminal taxj,·a4(/. , he received lite Out ·tanding 11Uonu:y llwanlfrom the
Department ojjustice in 198/ rmrl /984. and the !Worn~y 'eneml's
Spccui.l Commundation Award in /983. E(l(/s graduated with horwrs
from. llmericrin University in Wa.rhit1gton, D. C. and was a Nl lSI I
Grndut1le Fellow iu h1temali()nal Relnlions ti/. the 11ive1:rity ,ifMiami.
She received her juris doctor from the University ef Texas and is currently studying the relationship between the expanded scope efexpert witness testimony and the limited discovery ajfarded
to criminal defendants as it applies to many white-collarfederal criminal prosecutions.
► What has promptedyou to write about
► Were you ever threatened or harmed while
expert witness evidence rules in the federal
trying to bring a case to trial?
court system?
I had a special assignment for a
I completed some consulting recently
period of time bringing tax protestors
that put me into the shoes of the
to trial, mosl of whom were political
defense in a federal criminal tax case
radicals. During one case I received
involving expert witnesses. My work
an anonymous call at the courthouse
was mainly geared toward preparing
during the trial saying the prosecution
the defense for cross-examination of
team would be hurt if the defendant
the government's Lax expert. As a
was convicted . There wasn't any
criminal defense attorney, you cannot
security in that particular courthouse,
depose the witnesses, so you really are
not even metal detectors. The judge
at a disadvantage. The limited discovdecided not lo install temporary
ery in criminal cases has grown from
security measures because he didn't
the perceived need to protect governwant Lo alarm or prejudice the jury.
ment witnesses who might otherwise
For protection, he allowed the IRS
be harassed or bribed, especially with
agents lo carry their weapons into the
organized crime and other groups.
courthouse, which did little to relieve
But this rationale does not particmy anxiety when I stood before the
ularly apply when the government
court making closing arguments
uses an expert in a complex whitewith my back to the world. But
collar criminal prosecution. The
nothing happened.
defense is at a disadvantage because
► Do you think the /RS is too aggressive
of the complexity of these types of
with the "little guy" and leL1· the "bigf1.rh"
cases, and the difficulty of cross~ffthe hook too ojien?
examining the expert in the first place.
There is no conspiracy against Lhe litIt will have to be remedied in time,
tle guy or Lhe big guy. I l is a maller of
especially because of the big increase
resources. The IRS has aboul 7,000
in white-collar prosecutions.
ongoing criminal investigations a
► Has the prosecution ef white-collar crime
year. A simple probe may take a year.
really increased substantially?
The larger cases can gel very compliYes. The prosecution of while-collar
cated and Lake years to investigate.
Also, abusive lax shelters have procrime has skyrocketed in recent years.
liferated over the years, and il Lakes a
When I started in 1977 at thejustice
Department something like 9 percent
long Lime to filler them oul, challenge
them in the courts, and shut them
ofour cases were considered whiledown . There really aren't enough
collar. When I left in 1985, more than
resources for general enforcement.
25 percent of our cases involved
white-collar criminals.
[RS investigative resources also have
been severely tapped because of'thc
"war on drugs."

►

How has the war on drugs affected the
work ofthe IRS?
I would say that half of the IRS investigative resources for criminal tax
fraud are directed toward drug probes
and other special cases. When I acted
as liaison between the tax division and
the San Francisco unit pursuing the
illicit drug traffic, it was my impression that virtually all the San Francisco criminal lax resources were used
for drug cases. This does not leave
enough resources for routine, general
enforcement.
► How are you adjusting.from the
atmosphere efthe courtroom to the
more sedate environment efa law
school classroom?
I prefer teaching. I like the classroom
and the students, working with mock
trial competitions and my outside
consul~ing. I do miss the courtroom,
but I don't miss the tedious preparation needed to be effective in the
courtroom. I make sure in my trial
advocacy classes that the students are
well aware of the amount of preparation necessary for a trial, especially in
complex litigation.
► What do you think if today's law students? Do the SMU law students vary much
from your classmates at UT Austin?
The students here at SMU are more
serious than were my classmates,
and they are more mature, older as a
group. Many of them already work, or
have worked after graduation, before
coming to law school. They are very
concerned about employment. A lot of
my counseling with students involves
reminding them that their career decisions must factor in their quality
oflife expectations rather than simply
focusing on what firm they hope to
work for.
► Dowe, as a society, have too many
attorneys?
It has been said that one way to solve
the trade imbalance wilhjapan is to
export lawyers. But let's face it. We
are a litigious society, much more
than other societies. In fact, this may
increase as the middle class gains
access to attorneys, access that in the
past has been limited. I don't view
this as a problem. A "nation of laws"
must make sure that the law is available to all. This does not mean all
disputes should be resolved in the
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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courts, but it does mean Lhat those
who know the law must be involved in
any alternative process-which is to
say that lawyers are indeed necessary.
► Has being a woman heljJed or hindered
your efforts in the courtroom?
There arc advantages and disadvanLages. Unfortunately, some double
standards still exisL. A woman has
to be careful not to be viewed as too
aggressive or pushy. And when the
trial begins, she has to work hard at
appearing competent and in control.
But it sure tones down some of the
more flamboyant male trial attorneys.
They can't come on like they normally do: ''Lhere's a lady present"
kind of thing. If they fail to pick up
on that cue, it tends to get the jury
on the woman's side.
► Does being a single parent present any
special problems for afull-time attorney or
law Jmifessor?

Sure, all Lhe ones you hear abouttime, pressure, limited opporlunity
for expanding my social circle, etc.
But being a parenL has given me a
new perspective on the purpose of Lhe
law; law is noL only a profession or a
skill or an area ofintellecLual interest, it is a necessary component of a
humane society, the kind of civilization I want for my daughter and will
work to help provide. Being a parent
adds burdens, but it also increases my
energy by adding another purpose lo
my profession.
► What do you believe is the greatest challenge you face as a law Jmifessor?
To develop an environment conducive
to learning in the classroom. I am
new to classroom leaching, so I'm
still experimenting with various
approaches. I do not Lhink fear creates
an atmosphere in which real learning
takes place. On the other hand, stu-

dents often must be "encouraged" to
be better prepared and more involved
so that they have the equipment to
learn. How a teacher encourages
them without using some kind offear
tactics, even mild ones, is what I am
presently grappling with.
► What has been your most rewarding experience in the courtroom or the classroom?
This is difficulL to answer. There are
many images that come to mind in
both the classroom and the courtroom, images that woi°ild take pages
to explain. But they all involve using
training, skill, intelligence, and hard
work to communicate and interact
with people. In both the classroom
and courtroom, it is tremendously
rewarding Lo develop a rapport with
others while at the same Lime sharing
knowledge and teaching what I know
and have learned.

Education Counselor Receives Sarah T. Hughes
Fellowship For SMU Law School
The 1987-88 recipient of the Sarah
T. Hughes Law Fellowship is a counselor, a project director, a therapist,
a teacher, a trainer, and a manager.
Terry H.Johnson, the recipient of this
fellowship, has fulfilled all these roles
since obtaining her Master's degree in
Counselor Education from Southern
University in 1978, and her Doctorate
in Counselor Education from the University of Arkansas in 1983. Now she
is going back to school as a studenL
oflaw at Southern Methodist
UniversiLy.
The Sarah T. Hughes Diversity
Law Fellowship was established
through the joint efforts of the Dallas
Bar Association, the Dallas Bar Foundation, and Lhe SMU Law School in
1981 to enable men and women from
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minority groups and others traditionally under-represented in the legal
profession to obtain a legal education
at the School of Law at Southern
Methodist University, and subsequently to enter the legal profession.
The fellowship provides a stipend to
cover the cost of tuition and fees, room
and board, and books. The Fellowship is awarded initially for one year
and is renewable for the second and
third years of study, provided the
recipient's academic performance
is satisfactory.
"My unique perspective as a
mature, successful, professional black
woman should allow for significant
contributions to the legal classroom
environment and to the legal profession. I am committed to the enhance-

ment of the status and position of
women, especially black women, in
the legal profession," says Johnson.
Hailing originally from Chicago,
Johnson's honors include a Phi Chi
ThcLa Scholarship from Southern
University, a Music Scholarship from
Grambling State, and a nomination
to Danforth Foundation for Fellowship from the University of Arkansas.
She also has been involved in numerous professional activities, such as the
Mental Health AssociaLion, Office of
Human Concerns, CETA Basic Skill
Training Program, and has presented
several counseling and guidancerelated lectures. She received her
license as a professional counselor
from the Arkansas Board of Examiners in Counseling.

Marks of
Distinction
Four Chosen as
Distinguished Alumni
"Each year the alumni committee is
faced with the difficult lask of choosing a few outstanding individuals
from so many possibilities," says
Kenneth L. Penegar, dean of the
SMU School of Law, in reference lo
the selection of Distinguished Law
Alumni honorees.
Last spring, four individuals were
singled out for their contributions,
from more than 6,500 graduates oflhe
SMU School of Law.
Dallas attorneys Louis J. Weber,
Jr., Nci!J. O'Brien,Judge Charles].
Murray of Fort Worth, and University law professor Eugene L. Smith
are the alumni "deemed to have
excelled in the legal profession and
made life-long contributions to
improve law and society."
Murray, a member of the Stale
Bar ofTexas for more than 35 years ,
has been districtjudge, 17thjudicial
District of Texas, since his appointment by former Governor Price Daniel
in 1963. He was appointed presiding
judge, Eighth Administrative Judicial
Region by Governor Dolph Briscoe
in 1978, in which capacity he still
remains. He is a president of the
Fort Worth-Tarrant County Bar Association and a present member of
the Texasjudicial Council. Murray
received his undergraduate degree
from TCU and graduated from the
SMU School of Law in 1950.
Nei!J. O'Brien, a partner in the
firm ofGardcrc & Wynne in Dallas
for 23 years, was one of the lop grad ualcs oflhe Rice Inslilule in 1954. He
received his j uris doctor degree from
SMU in 1957. O'Brien worked for the
Internal Revenue Service, o!Tice of
chief counsel, in Washington, D.C.,
and concurrently took classes al the
Georgetown University Law School,
where he graduated with lop honors

for his LL.M. degree. In addition lo
his activities with both lhe Dallas Bar
Association and the American Bar
Association, he served as director
for Aerobics Research, the Tyler
Corporation, and Tc>wn North Bank
in Dallas. He was a member of the
SMU Law School Dean Search Committee and chairman ol'lhe school's
Council for Excellence Program.
O'Brien, a native Dallasite, is a
trustee or the Catholic Foundation.
Hailing from Memphis, Tennessee,
Louis]. Weber,Jr., is a partner in
the Dallas law firm <{Jenkens &
Gilchrist. He has served as chairman
or lhc Stale Bar ol'Texas Board or
Directors as well as a member of
numerous committees and conferences sponsored by the State Bar.
He has been active with the Texas Bar
Association, especially with longrange planning and goals . He was
president of'the Dallas Bar Association in 1974 and is active in community affairs relating lo criminal
justice. He has served on the task
forces or the Dallas Alliance, North
Central Texas Council of'Governmenls, Dallas Arca Criminal Justice
Council, and Dispute Mediation Service of Dallas. Weber also has served
the American Reel Cross, the Bridewell Foundation, and other community groups. He received his
undergraduate degree from SMU in
1954 and returned lo SMU for law
school where he graduated in 1956.
Weber is a former member or the
SMU Board orVisilors and was a
speaker during Law Weck.
Eugene L. Smith received both his
undergraduate and law degrees from
SMU, and later returned as one of
the school's professors oflaw. Born in
Nacogdoches, Texas, he graduated
cum Laude from the law school in 1958
and completed additional studies in
law at Columbia University Law
School. After teaching a number or
years at SMU School of Law, Smith
moved to Texas Tech University law
school. Currently, he is a professor al
the University of Houston School of

Law. He was a li:mnding member or
the Coif chapter at all three schools,
was active in Delta Theta Phi and
the Barristers, Eclitor-in-Chiefol' the
Southwestern Law Journal and recipient
of the Dallas Lawyers Wives Award.
"It is always a delight and pleasure to renew our appreciation of the
accomplishments of our former students," says Dean Penegar. "I think
these four individuals are an appropriate measure of the kind of people
we have had the opportunity lo help
educate. We benefit today from their
knowledge and achievements ."
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Class Acts
52 Louise B. Raggio was named the
1987 recipient of the President's
Award by the State Bar of Texas.
Raggio was honored at the General
Assembly of the State Bar's annual
convention held June 11-13 in Corpus
Christi. Raggio has served as a Director of the State Bar of Texas Chairman of the Board ofTruste;s of the
Texas Bar Foundation, and currently
serves as campaign chairman of the
first fund-raising campaign in the history of the Texas Bar Foundation. In
addition to other honors, Raggio was
named to the Texas Women's Hall
of Fame in 1985. The President's
Award is given in appreciation for outstanding contributions, through distinguished service, to the lawyers of
Texas. The recipient is selected by
past presidents of the State Bar of
Texas.
Robert A Gwinn was appointed a
board liaison of the Texas Bar Foundation. His term will expire in 1988.

58

W. Richard Davis, partner in the
Dallas firm of Strasburger & Price,
has been elected president of the
2,500-member International Association of Defense Counsel. The IADC is
an international, professional organization oflawyers in private practice
who specialize in representing corporate defendants in civil litigation. It
provides members with ongoing educational programs and other resources
in the field of civil litigation defense.
In addition to his new post in the
IADC, Davis is a director of the
Defense Research Institute and has
chaired various IADC committees.
William C. Koons of Dallas became
a charter member of the American
chapter of the International Academy
of Matrimonial Lawyers in February.
Koons is chairman of the Family Law
board of Legal Specialization. The
American chapter of the IAML was
inaugurated at an organizational conference in Boston in February (1987)
and is comprised of more than 100
American matrimonial practitioners.
The International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers is dedicated to
encouraging and facilitating dialogue
between matrimonial lawyers from
different countries and sponsors continuing education programs on inter-
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'.1ational matrimonial law. Fellowship
m the IAML is by invitation only.
60 Robert L. Meyers III of Dallas
was elected as a Fellow Officer of the
Texas Bar Foundation during the convention in Corpus Christi, Texas.
Wynn G. Stanton became a grandparent with the birth of Rachael Ann
Stanton born lastjanuary.
61. George H. Nelson is serving as a
trustee of the Texas Tech Law School
foundation. Nelson, who has bis own
firm-George H. Nelson, PC.-in
Lubbock, Texas, is a past president of
the Lubbock County Bar Association
and a past director of the Texas Trial
Lawyers Association.
62 Rear Admiral Hugh Don CamjJbell,
United States Navy, was appointed
Judge Advocate of the Navy.
J.B. (Jerry} Wolens died last March.
He received both his LL.B. and
LL.M. from SMU and served as
assistant dean from 1965 to 1966. He
was born in 1932.

63 Oliver Kelley retired from the Army
JAGC in 1986 and now has a private
practice in Wichita Falls, Texas.
67 Jon Sparling and Richard E. Zadina
have merged with Marianne Baker
and Elizabeth F. Zaby to form Sparling, Zadina, Baker & Zaby with
ollices located at 600 Preston Commons West, 8117 Preston Road,
Dallas, TX 75225-6306. Calvin C.
Fenton is associated with the firm.
68 L.S. (LeJ) Eubanks,Ji:, for 12 years
a prosecutor, is now devoting most of
his time to the defense of people under
criminal indictment.
Osborne M. Reynolds,Jr., received a
Distinguished Lectureship at the University of Oklahoma Law College,
where he Leaches. In the fall semester
Reynolds Look a leave of absence and
went to India and Nepal for several
weeks. A pocket-part supplement
Lo his Local Government Law textbook is being published by West
Publishing.
Paul C. Van Slyke joined the firm of
Pravel, Gambrell, Hewitt & Kimball.
The offices arc located al 1100 West
Loop South, Suite 1010, Houston, TX
77027 is continuing his practice in
patent, trademark, and copyright law.
10 Sandy Kaujinan, a tax partner with
Touche Ross, has been elected to the
1987-88 board of directors of the Real

Estate Financial Executives Association. REFEA, which dates back to
1973, is dedicated to analyzing and
exchanging ideas relating to the real
estate industry. Kaufman is both a
CPA and an attorney.
Harriet Ellen Miers, an attorney
at Locke, Purnell, Boren, Laney &
Neely, was one of three Dallas women
recognized with the Girls Clubs of
America 1987 She Knows Where
She's Going Award.
Richard E. Zadina and Jon Sparling
have added Marianne Baker and Elizabeth Zaby to form Sparling, Zadina,
Baker & Zaby with ollices located
at GOO Preston Commons West
8117 Preston Road, Dallas, TX'
75225-6306.
73 Judge Fred Biery took over as president of the San Antonio Bar Association in August during its Annual
Installation Dinner for newly elected
officers and directors.
Scott L. Campbell was named director of the U.S. Department of
Energy's Office of Policy, Planning,
and Analysis. The office directs the
department's strategic planning, conducts policy and macro-economic
analysis of department-wide issues,
and handles various special policy
developmen t pr ~eels. Befor j oining
the DOE, ampb 11 was presid ·nt or
Energy Strategies, Inc., an oil and gas
management and consulting firm
based in Dallas, Texas. He serves on
the advisory committee to the International Energy Program of the johns
Hopkins Foreign Policy Institute of
the School for Advanced International Studies. He also serves on the
Advisory Council on International
Energy of the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy.
Jonathan Hoyt has been appointed
to the committee of the Real Property
Section of the American Bar Association dealing with the role of the lawyer
in residential real estate transactions.
Joseph B. Morris was appointed by
Texas Governor Bill Clements to the
101st District Court in Dallas.
74 Edward 0. Coultas of Austin Texas
'
was elected as the Vice Chairman
of '
the Texas Bar Foundation Board of
Trustees.
Betting S. Solomon has been working
at the Zale Corporation as associate
general counsel for the past four years.

75 KendaLl A. Laughlin, president of
Apartment Selector, a national apartment locator service, has been elected
to lead the Apartment Association
of Greater Dallas (AAGD) for the
1987-88 term. AAGD is a professional
trade organization of 1,200 owners,
management companies, and suppliers to the rental housing industry
in 11 North Texas counties. Its main
functions are to lobby for educate
and communicate to its ~embers in
order to raise the professional standards of the industry.
Douglas B. Owen became the chief
executive officer of Fred S.James &
Co. ofTexas, Inc., a national firm,
after one of the largest privately held
commercial insurance agencies in
North Texas, the Arthur L. Owen
Co., Inc., of which he was president,
was sold. Owen also became a father
for the third time with the birth of his
son, Lee Michael Owen, in August.
Phil N. Vanderpool is now a solo practitioner in Pampa, Texas.

16 John M. Alton and his wife Peggy
announce the birth of their third
child,Julie Ruth Alton.
Tl Kenton E. McDonald has been
appointed as an assistant to IRS

Head of the
Classes
New effo;ers chosen for LAA C
The start of the new year brings new
leadership to the Law Alumni Association Council of the SMU School
ofLaw.
George W. Bramblettjr., '66, was
elected president of the association.
He is a member of the Dallas law
firm of Haynes & Boone. W. Lowry
Barfield was chosen as his vice president. Barfield, '82, is a member of
the Dallas firm of Robins, Zelle,
Larson & Kaplan. And as secretary,
William]. Bux, '77, from the Dallas
firm of Hughes & Luce, was reelected. Ernest E. Specks, ofJohnson,
Bromberg & Leeds, is the immediate
past president.
The LAAC also elected] udith K.
Johnson, '75, as its new Law Fund
Chair, the chief annual fund-raising
volunteer for the 1987-88 school year.

Commissioner Lawrence B. Gibbs.
McDonald will serve as an advisor
and aide to the Commissioner, consulting with him and other IRS
officials on proposed actions. In this
capacity, he will act as the Commissioner's representative in coordinating
the IRS' response to technical and
operational issues with the Congress
and other executive agencies.
78 Lawrence M. Wolfish is now Board
certified in estate planning and
probate.
79 Marianne Goodwin was married to
John Visseronjuly 31, 1986.
80 Timothy E. Powers was one of 33
Southwestern business and community leaders selected to participate
in the Second Annual International
Business Fellows program last spring.
The group, chosen from more than
750 nominations, attended a prestigious two-week program held in
Las Colinas the first week and at the
London Business School the second.
81. Marianne Baker and Elizabeth F. Zaby
havejoned with Richard E. Zadina
andjon Sparling to form Sparling,
Zadina, Baker & Zaby with offices
located at 600 Preston Commons

West, 8117 Preston Road, Dallas.
75225-6306.
Mark Styles has been selected as
a shareholder in the Keicher &
McLeod, Pi\. law firm. His µracti cc
consists primarily of real estate and
banking law.
John M. Tresnicky became the
assistant city attorney in Austin in
March. Previously Tresnicky was the
assistant city attorney in Tyler.
82 Cindy Saunders was married Lo Gary
R. Murray onjuly 5, 1986, in Wyoming. Murray is a fourth-year asso~~atc al Clark, Thomas in Austin,
lcxas.
83 Tom L. Keene has gone to work
lc>r the newly formed McCauley,
McDonald, Love, Devin & Brinker as
an associate lc>r insurance ddense of
product liability. Previously, Keene
had worked for 3½ years at the city
attorney's office for the City of Dallas.
85 Angela Fick married Douglas Braly
and has become associated with Lewis
& Rice in SL. Louis, Missouri.
86 Jon B. Bw;ginjoined Baker & Botts
in Dallas in April as an associate in
the finance section.

Johnson is a partner in the Dallas
firm of Worsham, Forsythe, Samples
& Woolridge.
Five other new board members,
whose terms expire in 1990, were
chosen in addition to Bramblett,
Barfield, and Johnson. Ronald L.
Brown, '75, Riddle & Brown; William
D. Elliott, '73, Moore & Peterson;
Honorable Craig Enoch, '75, Court
of Appeals, 5th District ofTexas at
Dallas; and Charles M. Solomon,
'65, Austin Industries.
At the annual meeting, Richard B.
Grisham, '72, ofOtis Engineering
Corporation and E. Russell Nunnally,
'71, ofjohnson & Swanson were honored for their efforts as Chairs in the
SMU Law Library Fund Drive,
which raised more than $76,000 for
the Underwood Law Library.
Major Donor R,ceptio11
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The Year Ahead: What's in Store
for the Law Alumni Association
Council in 1988
by George W. Bramblctt,.Jr.
presidcn t, LAAC
The corning year
will not be business
as usual for the
Law Alumni Association Council.
The Law School is
a part of Southern
Methodist University, and the University has had a
year of troubles. And that's where the
alumni can really make a difference.
Although it could be a diflicult year, it
also can be a year of challenges.
Consider the fact Dean Penegar
came on board the laller part oriast
year and A. Kenneth Pye, who happens Lo come from a law background
himself, has stepped in as the new
president of'SMU. And consider the
fact that despite the troubles of'lasl
year, it was the Law School's best year
ever for annual giving: more money
and more volunteers throughout
the year.
This year we want lo expand on
this support. A restructuring of the
committees is in the works Lo make
participation more meaningful than
theoretical. A Major Donors Commillee has been formed lo work with
supporters of the Law School. Class

agents arc being recruited lo help in
the fund drive as well as Lo keep track
of where alumni arc and what they
are doing. Instead of voting on Distinguished Alumni by committee, the
nominations will be open Lo all SM U
Law Alumni (see nomination form on
back page). Also on the back page
you'll find a "What's New" card asking what's happening in your lik and
any address changes, as well as any
suggestions for the LAAC and items
for The Brief. We arc moving forward
on publishing an Alumni Directory
which will be released in August/September, 1989.
I would also like Lo extend a personal invitation to you Lo let me know
your thoughts on what you would like
to sec the Council doing in the next
year.
With President Pye's participation
in the law school and Dean Penegar's
lcackrship, the SMU School ol'Law
is taking on a new dimension. This
dimension should includ e participation by a record number of alumni,
not just financially, but with their time
and clforts as well. I look forward lo
1m:cling Lhese challenges with you
throughout the new year.

Directory Phone Phase to Begin
Beginning April 15, the Harris Publishing Company will conduct tdeµhone follow-ups lo alumni for
verification of the informalion lo be
printed in the School of Law directory
tentatively slated for release in August
or Scptcmlwr. At the same time, the
telephone representatives will be inviting a lumni to order personal copies
of"the volume.
The telephone call is a fiJllow-up Lo
the two questionnaire mailings sent Lo
all alumni with verified addresses . If
you have not received your questionnaire, please let us know immediately.
Since the cost or the directory is
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self-liquidating through directory
sales, these requests arc made on the
part or the Harris Company with
complete approval. The entire pn~ject
will be unclertakm at virtually 110 cost
Lo the School of Law, and as a byproduct Harris provides the school
with completely updated alumni
records.
Ir you have not received a questionnaire fi1rm, please let us know.

Distinguished
Alumni 1988
Nominations for the Distinguished
Law Alumni Awards arc now being
accepted from any graduate of'SMU's
School of Law.
The Awards arc open lo any alumnus alumna or graduate of Southern
Mc~hodist Uni~ersity School of Law
or its Law Alumni Association . Candidates should have achieved recognition in varied fields of professional
accomplishment, consistent with the
academic objectives ofSMU and/
or in philanthropy. Individuals who
have distinguished themselves by rendering outstanding service lo SM U,
its Law School or its Law Alumni
Association also should be considered .
Good character and citizenship shall
be considered basic qualities. (I l is
also understood that a m,~or financial
contribution by the nominee should
no/ be considered as an overriding factor in the selection of the award n:cipient(s).) SMU faculty and staff,
members of the Selection Committee
and anyone who has not been a graduate for 10 or more years are ineligible. No more than four awards will
be given.
Any graduate of the SMU law
school wishing Lo nominate an alumnus for one of the Distinguished
Alumni Awards should fill out the
nomination form at the back or this
issue or The Brief, along with a 300 Lo
500 word letter of recommendation.
AddiLional letters of recommendation and any other appropriate supportive material may accompany
the nomination.
These nominations will be forwarded to the Distinguished Law
Alumni Awards Selection Committee,
which is composed or the president of
the LAAC ex ojficio, the Chair or the
Special Events Comrnillee of the
Council and six additional LAAC
members. The Director of Development is an ex r!fficio member or the
Committee.
Those chosen as Distinguished
Alumni will be honored in the spring
al the Award's Dinner.
Nomination forms can bejimnd on page 27
r!fThc Briel:

Goals of 1987-88 SMU Law School
Annual Fund Drive
by Judith K. J ohnson
The Law School
needs the help
and support ol'its
alumni more than
ever. This is an
exciting time in the
life ofSMU and the
Law School.
The M,~jor
Donor Reception
in September inaugurated lhe 198788 SMU Law School Annual Fund
Drive. There arc several major goals
which we are seeking to achieve
with this drive; the monetary goal is
$750,000, but there are other goals as
well. Not only do we hope lo exceed
$750,000 in contributions, but we also
hope to involve a larger number of
individuals who are willing to donate
their time and expertise.

In the past few years we have seen
several books, one a Pulitzer-prize
winning work and a recently published bestseller, in which the aulhors
addressed the issue ofloss of commitment in contemporary society and the
related loss of a sense of well-being. A
common antidote proposed by these
authors in dealing with this loss is an
increased involvement with worthwhile institutions. I believe that a contribution to the SMU Law School
offers this type ofinvolvemenl. Contributions provide the Law School with
the additional resources iL needs and
enrich the contributor with a sense of
infreasccl involvement with a worthwhile institution.
The three top priorities for use of
contributions raised in the 1987-88

Fund Drive arc scholarships, the
Legal Clinic, and the U nderwoocl
Library. ConLributions can be designated to be used to benefit these areas
or can be designated Lo provide services for the faculty and students, or
to allow the Dean discretion lo use the
funds where they are needed mosl.
In order Lo obtain the fonds needed
li>r continued operation and development in these areas, a M,~jor Donor
Commillcc, chaired by Michael M.
Boone, was formed lo solicit cm1Lributions of$750 and above, and a Tcleli.111cl, with alumni volunteers, was
held in October.
I am looking forward Lo heading
this year's Annual Fund Drive and
lo be working wiLh the School and the
alumni in meeting the above guals.

THE DEAN'S PACE ...

A Few Excellent Men and Women
When the complete
social history of
the 1970s and '80s
is written it will
chronicle the great
surge in lawyers,
their influence, and
the somewhat less
visible role fc>r the
law schools. The
past 15-plus years we have lived
through have seen a veritable crescendo of interest in attendance al the
170 law schools of the country. In the
span of those years applicant pools
deepened and widened. Admission
committees could take their pick of
Phi Betas with 600-plus LSAT scores
(new scale: about 40). The pick these
days at most places is leaner, the pool
more shallow.
That halcyon era is gone. We
are into a period of much lessened
demand, yet the numbers are still
strong at many schools, far stronger
than at any other period except the
previous one. for instance, at SMU
we experienced very little shrinkage
in the pool from 1986 to '87-about

1,300 total applicants. Our peak years
were apparently in the early '80s
when there were around 1,500 applicants. (about a 13 percent decline
compared with a national drop in
recent years ol'20 percent, higher
in some schools).
On closer inspection, however, we
find qualitative erosions. Thus, twice
as many applicants were denied
admission in 1987 as in the previous
year, and the number of very strong
candidates declined almost as markedly. Nevertheless, the average quality
in the two adjacent classes was quite
similar in terms of grade point average and median LSAT scores.
No profr.:ssional school can long
claim to be strong in programmatic
quality wilhoul a slcady supply or
students possessed of superior if not
uncommon ability and educational
attainm ent. Al SMU we have had an
ample share of'such students over Lhc
years. Yet the clanger in the currenl
situation is that the numbers will
decline fi.1rlhcr. The choices arc nol
happy ones lo conlcrnplalc. vVe cannot erode the rigor ol'our program and

be faithli.d in our rcsponsibilit y lo the
prolcssion and socict y. Yet, choosing
lo remain selective will certainly mean
we shall have lo become smaller. And
"smaller" is not a bad thing Lo be.
The prospect ofan improved studenlfaculty ratio could mean an even li.1rthcr enrichment ol'our curriculum,
smaller and arguably more efli:ctive
classes, more attention lo skills training, and more. Yet "smaller" also
means less revenue lrom tuition and
lees. There is the rub.
The faculty and I certainly in Lend
to remain as selective as ever. Whal
we do not know yet is how big a price
we shall have to pay-in terms or
curtailing Lhe scope of our existing
programs, or otherwise culling costs
to meet a predictable decline in income from tuition. We do nol intend
to take for granted that our applicant
pool will need lo decline in quality or
adequate size. On the contrary, we arc
poised Lo become as aggressive as necessary to attract the applicants we
need to maintain our traditions or
quality. For instance, this year we
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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have separalcd lhe admission and
financial aid opcralion ou l li·om lhc
academic records oflicc lo give grcalcr
emphasis and supporl lo bolh. The
slaffhas been augmenled wilh a new
Assislanl Dean for Sludcnl Affairs
whose primary responsibililies include
direclion of'lhe rccuiling and admissions operalions. This newly crcalcd
post has been filled by Susan K.
Bryant (a skclch of'her background
can be found on page 9 or 77ie Bri~J).
The rccruitmenl of'ablc sludenls is
of course somelhing every other law
school is concerned about as well. We
can expecl keen competition. There
will be a premium on imaginative
"markeling" oflhe school, cllicienl
handling of inquiries, compulerizalion of data and fast responses, and
so forth. We arc gearing up on all
these fronts.
Even so, we cannol be complacent.
Frankly, there arc probably enough
ideas already available-what
remains lo be completely "mobilized"
are the energies of' our alumni- the
source of our grealesl institutional
prestige and energy for meeting lhe
challenge I have described here. More
specifically, our alumni can help us in
these several concrete ways. Speak up
for the School when the occasion suggests-especially when someone you
know, perhaps a relative of'a partner,
a neighbor's son or daughter evinces
any interest in talking about law, the
legal profession or law schools. Second, you can join with other alumni in
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your cily or firm or specialty in hosting an informal event with srnall
groups ol'applieanls from your area.
(Our admissions oflicc can tell you
who lhcy arc.) Third, you can send
(prefi.:rably bring) likely applicanls lo
visit lhc school, talk wilh the Admissions Director, visil a class or lwo,
Lour the Quad. All or these efforts and
more will be necessary lo keep our
"luck" going in lhc next several years.
There is ycl Olll' addi lional, very
concrete way alumni can and do help,
and help sub.1/anlial(v. 1 rekr of course
lo clirccl assistance to the income sick
ol'the ledger. Our alumni have been
very generous, and lhe annual l1mcl
lolal goes up every year. Even in lhc
face or a regional recession (and a
less than helpful lax law change in
charitable dccluclions), we arc optimistic our alumni will continue Lo
answer the call. Ir we do not suflt'.r
erosion in the quality of'what we do
here, we shall have to rely 011 this generosity even more in the ncxl kw
years. For ins lance, a number or substantial gills from private foundations
and companies, as well as grants from
government have dried up these
last lwo years. We have had lo cul
om' clinical program and another is
threalcnccl this year. Funds previously supplied by a rn,~jur private foundation lo support faculty scholarship will
nol be forthcoming this year.
Oplimistic we arc, both about

increased nurnlwrs and levels of"giving among alumni. Yet that success
alone will prol>ably nol I)(' enough.
We shall probably also have lo raise
tuition levels signilicantly nexl yearnever an easy thing lo do-in terms
ol'rnoralc and in terms of'compelition
with other schools. We arc already an
expensive school, yet not as expensive
as some other private law schools in
the region or regions fi·orn which we
draw students. But ol'coursc in 'lt'.Xas
the chief'"cornpctition" is with the
slate supported schools. Price cannol
be the plane of our competition;
quality rnusl be. \ 1Ve in lend to remain
slrong. With the help of alumni and
friends and our highly motivated stuclenls, we shall meet the challenge or
these times.
Two alumni leaders' names should
be mentioned here-prior to a fuller
year's encl summary and acknowlcclge111cnt. They arc George 'vV. Brarnblcu,
.Jr., '66, law alumni Association President and.Judith K . .Johnson, '75,
head of the Annual Fund. They have
already provided great inspiration
and leadership lo all ol'us. They arc
two or the reasons I am optimistic.

Editor's nole: Dean Penegar continues to
travel Lo meel alumni. During his/irst _year
he visited alumni in Houston, Fort Worth,
Los .1ngeles, San 1lntonio, Amarillo, 7yle1;
El Paso, Tai/Jei and San Francisco. , 'ug.f;!,eSLionsjor gatherings in additional jJlaces as
well as bar-related eventJ are welcome.

The Briefinvites alumni to write to the Dev I pment and Alumni Rc.la lons ollices
with news of interest such as a change orstatu~ within a firm, chang of association or selection to a position ofleadership in the corn111u11ity or in a prolcssiona l
organization. Send th ' information to Katherine L. C >b l , Director of Development, SMU School of Law, Lawyer's Inn, Dallas, TX 75275-0116.

Alumni News
Cl.iss:

Name:
Address:

(wrnk)

(hunl<')

Phone:
News or comments:

Distinguished Alumni Nomination Form
Class:

Name of110minee:
Nominee position and firm:

Nominee home address:

(home)

Nominee phone:

(work)

Class:

Your name:
Position and firm:
Address:

Phone:

(wrnk)

(home)

Send nominations to the Development Ollicc, SM U Scl1<x1l of l.mv, Dallas, TX 75'275, l<>r liuwardiul( to tlw Alumni
Selection Committee.

All nominations must be accompanied by a 300-500 word letter of recommendation.

Change of Address
Class:

Name:
Position, firm:
New address for:

D

office

0

home

Old address:

Present olliee address:

Ollice phone:
Present home address:

Home telephone:

Southern Methodist University
Law Alumni Association
Lawyer's Inn
Dallas, Texas 75275-0116
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